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ABSTRACT
Pressure drop measurements were made on a variety of solidliquid suspension systems in order to study the effects of particle
shape and size, concentration, fluid viscosity and tube diameter on
drag reduction.

Measurements were made over a wide range of

Reynolds numbers in two tubes:

1/4 inch and 1 inch in diameter.

Drag reduction could always be obtained with fibrous additives
of length-to-diameter ratio greater than 25-35 if the concentration
was sufficiently high.

The drag reduction behavior of these

suspensions is different from that of high polymer and soap
solutions.

Laminar flow behavior is stabilized giving lower than normal

friction factors and transition to turbulent flow extends over a
range of up to two decades or more of Reynolds number.
promotes drag reduction for a given d.

High

~/d

Smaller diameter, more

flexible fibers, are more effective for drag reduction at equal
values.

~/d

No drag reduction was obtained with spherical, platelet or

needle-shaped rigid solid additives.
Concentration studies pointed up the need for measurements over
a range of flow rates as the relative drag reducing abilities of
different concentrations of additives vary with the Reynolds number.
The relative dispersing abilities of fluids of different viscosity
apparently affect the drag reducing character of the suspensions at
high Reynolds numbers more than viscosity.

Contrary to results with

polymers and soaps, greater drag reduction was obtained in the l-inch
tube than in the 1/4-inch tube at equal suspending fluid Reynolds
numbers.

iii

Examination of solid-gas suspension data in the literature shows
similar flow behavior.

It is believed that electrostatic charges

on the particles have a major effect on solid-gas friction factor
behavior.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The drag ratio, DR, for conduit flow of an incompressible fluidadditive system is defined as:
= ( 6 P/L)fluid-additive

DR

(6 P/L)fluid

V = constant

The fluid-additive system is said to be drag reducing if the drag ratio
is less than unity.

Drag reduction in conduits has been observed only

in turbulent flow or in extended laminar-turbulent transition regions.
Reduced drag in turbulent flows past solid boundaries has also been
observed.

Practical applications of this phenomenon are in reduced

pumping requirements in oil well fracturing operations and in fire
fighting systems and in the external flow encountered in naval and
other nautical systems.
Many high polymer and several soap solutions in both water and
hydrocarbon solvents have been shown to be drag reducing (33).

In

these systems it is generally agreed that drag reducing behavior is
associated with the viscoelastic nature of the solutions which is
caused by the high molecular weight polymer molecules or by the soap
micelles in solution.

They are effective in the high shear region

near the solid wall.

Therefore, the drag reducing effect of polymer

or soap additives is reduced as the scale of the system is increased.
Since viscoelasticity and drag reduction for a fluid-additive
system at any concentration are sensitive to polymer molecular weight
or soap micelle aggregation number, mechanical and/or chemical

)
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degradation of the additive will decrease the drag reducing effectiveness of these types of systems.
irreversible.

Degradation of high polymers is

Soap micelles are generally not as sensitive to

mechanical degradation as high polymers.

In aqueous systems where

micelle degradation has occurred, the micelles reform immediately
when shear stresses are lowered below a critical value.
micelles in hydrocarbon solvents are slow to reform.

Degraded soap

However, in

general, higher concentrations of soap are required than of high
polymers and the latter have been preferred for practical applications.
Literature reports showing drag reduction in solid-fluid
suspensions are not as clear as those in polymer and soap solutions.
In many cases investigators were not looking for drag reducing behavior
and in many others the data are not presented in a straightforward
manner.

Nevertheless, many fiber-liquid suspensions have been shown

to be drag reducing and mechanical degradation is negligible for most
of these additives.
confusing.

The literature on solid-gas suspensions is

Seemingly similar systems exhibit drag ratios less than,

equal to and greater than unity in various investigations.
In the present work, the pressure drop behavior of suspensions of
solids of various shapes in tube flow was investigated to determine
the critical variables affecting drag reduction.

The effect of

particle shape and size, fluid viscosity and tube diameter were
studied.

Spherical; plate-like; and rigid, needle-shaped low aspect

ratio particles were tested as well as both natural and synthetic high
aspect ratio flexible fibers in water, water-glycerine and light
mineral oil.

Measurements were made in two tube sizes.

In addition,

3

a study was made of the solid-gas flow literature to determine what
variable or variables in solid-gas systems might be responsible for
the anomalous behavior of these systems, i.e. in similar systems under
similar flow conditions, solid additives have been observed to give
both drag reducing and drag increasing behavior.

Similarities between

the mechanisms in solid-liquid and solid- gas drag reducing flow
behavior were also sought.

4

II.
A.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Drag Reduction in Liquids with Suspensions of Rigid, Low Aspect
Ratio Particles
In the literature on pipe flow of solid suspensions in liquids

only two papers claimed drag reduction for solids which did not have
relatively large aspect ratios

(~/d >

10).

In the first paper by

Zandi (55), pressure drops were measured in 1/2-, 3/4-, 1-, 1 1/2and 2-inch pipes at concentrations from 0.01% to 7.5% solids by
weight.
210-840

Materials tested were:
~

74-300

~coal,

clay and activated charcoal < 45

fly ash < 150

~.

~-

Figures 1 and 2 are friction factor vs. water Reynolds number
plots of data tabulated in that paper for Zandi•s coal in 1- and
2-inch pipes.

The conventional laminar and von Karman curves,

indicating the Fanning friction factor for Newtonian flow in smooth
tubes are shown as solid lines, as well as lines indicating 20 and
40% drag reduction.

Friction factors and Reynolds numbers were

calculated using the properties of the suspending fluid.

In this

type of plot, drag reduction begins where the suspension friction
factor points fall below the von Karman curve.
typical of Zandi•s other suspensions.

These data are

The pipe diameters, which were

not reported, were assumed to be those for commercial Schedule 40
steel pipe.

The results for pure water lie well above the predicted

values for smooth tubes in all cases, suggesting that the pipe walls
were rough.

Inconsistencies in the suspension results are seen by

observing the behavior of the most dilute (0.05%) coal suspension.

5
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For example, friction factors in the 1/2- and l-inch pipe for this
concentration are almost identical to those for pure water, while
friction factors in the 3/4- and 2-inch pipe for the same suspension
are considerably lower than those measured for water, although still
above those predicted for smooth tubes.
Thus, it is doubtful that drag reduction was actually observed
in these experiments.

The data are not self-consistent and only a

few of the lowest Reynolds number points fall below the curve
predicted by the von Karman equation for smooth tubes.

It may be that

in some of the tubes, such as the 3/4- and 2-inch, pipe wall roughness
was substantially reduced by the abrasive action of the solids after
the pure water measurements were made.
In the second paper, Pirih and Swanson (36,37) reported drag
reduction with rigid particle suspensions in 0.622-, 1.049-, 1.610-,
2.067- and 3.068-inch I.D. polyvinylchloride pipe.

In reference (37)

they described the 3.068-inch pipe as hydraulically smooth.

The

particles were a colloidal precipitate of rhombic crystals of milling
yellow dye.

The crystals, suspended in their

11

mother liquor

11 ,

described as rigid and non-elastic with an aspect ratio of 5.7.

were
The

actual particle size was not known but was stated to be submicron.
Particle size (but not aspect ratio) was increased by decreasing the
suspension temperature .
Drag reduction manifested itself as a gradual deviation of the
friction factor data from a laminar slope of -1 on a friction factor
vs . Reynolds number (based on apparent viscosity at the wall) plot,

8

with the friction factor gradually approaching a constant value as
Reynolds number increased.
was, however, quite limited.

The range of Reynolds number variation
This narrow turbulent region was really

more of an extended transition region.

While they reported maximum

drag reductions on the order of 50% (37), they based this on their
tap water pressure measurements which were generally about 20% higher
than values predicted from the von Karman equation.

Maximum

reduction in drag below the von Karman values, in fully developed
turbulent flow, were about 35% in the 0.622-inch tube, 25% in the
1.049-inch tube, 30% in the 1.610-inch tube, 40% in the 2.067-inch
tube and 20% in the 3.068-inch tube.
There is some question about whether the drag reduction is
caused by the presence of low concentrations, 0.17 to 0.23%, of the
rigid precipitate or the higher concentrations, 0.53 to 0.47%, of the
milling yellow dye in solution.

Since all turbulent flow measurements

were made at temperatures below the initial precipitation temperature,
some of the non-precipitated dye still in solution but near precipitation, may have formed large agglomerates which caused the drag
reduction.

Some of the large effects on drag reduction that they

reported for small changes in crystal length and concentration (due
to solution temperature change) are more reasonably explained by
changes in aggregation of molecules in solution.

Similar behavior

with micelles of soaps (42) and nonionic surfactants (54) near their
precipitation temperatures has been reported previously.

9

In addition, several authors (4,19,51,55) have claimed that the
non-fibrous solid-liquid suspension pipe flow pressure drop
measurements of earlier authors indicated drag reduction.

Those

earlier papers which have been so described are the water suspensions
of sand used by Blatch (3), of emery used by Maude and Whitemore (29)
and of thoria used by Thomas (49) and by Eissenberg (11).

However,

examination of the data presented in these papers shows that none of
these non-fibrous suspensions were drag reducing over any significant
range of flow rates, nor did Blatch, Maude and Whitemore, Thomas or
Eissenberg claim them to be drag reducing.

Only in a narrow transition

range do a few pressure drop points appear to be drag reducing.

The

confusion over the results of the last three papers may have been
caused by their friction factor-Reynolds number plots in which the
suspension density was used to calculate the friction factor.

These

high suspension densities gave low friction factors, but not drag
reduction, since drag reduction is defined as occurring only when the
wall shear stress is below that of the suspending fluid alone .

In

addition, suspension viscosity terms which were greater than the
viscosity of water were used by Thomas and Eissenberg in the calculation of the Reynolds number.
B.

Drag Reduction in Liquids with Fiber Suspensions
Many investigators, particularly in the paper industry, have

noted drag reduction in fiber-water suspensions.
reports was by Forrest and Grierson (14) in 1931.

One of the earliest
The following

10

papers which are discussed are representative of the literature and
are the most widely referenced.

Several other similar papers will

not be discussed explicitly but will be referred to in the Results
and Discussion.
Robertson and Mason (40), Daily and Bugliarello (7) and Mih and
Parker (32) measured pressure drops in tubes ranging in size from
3/4- to 4-inch I.D., using for the most part wood fibers.

All three

papers noted the existence of three more or less distinct regions * .
These regions are shown for a 2% rayon fiber-water suspension in
Figure 3 for data obtained in this study.
1.- The first region which occurs at low Reynolds numbers is
called the plug flow region.

In this region a plug of fibers was

visually observed to be surrounded by a fiber free annulus of fluid
in laminar flow (40).

On a friction factor versus suspending fluid

Reynolds number plot this region is characterized by a straight line
with a slope steeper than -1 lying to the right (higher Reynolds
numbers) of the laminar curve for the suspending fluid and extending
to or somewhat beyond the intersection with the von Karman line.
is equivalent to shear thinning behavior.

This

In this plug flow region

the friction factor for any type of fiber is a function of bulk
velocity, tube diameter and fiber concentration.

At the same fluid

Reynolds number either an increase in concentration or 1a decrease in
velocity will cause the friction factor to increase.

*These regions were observed directly and indirectly by visual,
photographic and velocity profile observations.
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2.- The second region is referred to as the mixed flow region.
In this region the fluid in the annulus was observed to become
turbulent (32,40) and the plug begins to disintegrate in the high
shear region at the annulus-plug interface.

With increasing bulk

velocity the plug diameter becomes smaller.

The friction factor

still decreases with increasing Reynolds number but at a rate slower
than in the plug flow region but faster than for a Newtonian fluid
in turbulent flow in a smooth pipe.
3. - The third region is called the fully turbulent region.

In

this region the friction factor is not decreasing as rapidly with
increasing Reynolds number as a pure fluid and in many cases the
friction factor is increasing with Reynolds number.

Examination

of the tube flow data of other investigators of fibrous drag reducing
additives (4,23) on plots of this type indicate their data follow
the same trends.
Bobkowicz and Gauvin (4) measured the pressure drop of nylon
fibers in water at concentrations up to 6% in a 2-inch I . D. vertical
test section constructed of copper tubing.

They stated that f or any

concentration, drag reduction increased with aspect ratio.

Examina-

tion of their data indicates that this statement is true only for
a constant fiber diameter.

For example, at equal aspect ratios of

26, their nominal 0.5 mm by 3 denier (actual 0.205 inch by 0.000795
inch) nylon fibers gave drag rati os from 5 to 40% lower than their
nominal 1.25 mm by 15 denier (actual 0.0477 inch by 0 . 0018 inch)
nylon, depending on Reynolds number and concentration.
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Kerekes and Douglas (23) measured pressure drops for several
nylon fiber suspensions over a range of concentrations at four bulk
velocities (4, 6, 8 and 10 fps) in a system nearly identical to the
one used by Bobkowicz and Gauvin.

The pressure tap locations differed

and it is probable that the test section was changed, although they
were both constructed of 1.96-inch I.D. copper tubing.

Kerekes and

Douglas attempted to define limiting conditions for drag reduction
based on suspension viscosity.

They proposed that in the turbulent

flow of rigid, elongated, nearly neutrally buoyant particles of large
aspect ratio, drag reduction may be expected when C and r fall within
the limits:
and

Cr
3(ln(2r} - 1.80}

<

0 · 18

where C is the volume fraction and r is the aspect ratio.

Although

the viscosities of suspensions are also dependent on strain rate, they
stated that the effect is small.

However, they came to this conclusion

by calculating the average value of Cr/3(ln(2r)-1.80) for all fibers
at the upper limit of the drag reducing regime for each bulk velocity.
This average value varied from 0.225 to 0.277.

If individual fibers,

particularly those with large aspect ratios are examined, it can be
seen that the effect of shear is great.

For instance for the 0.06-

inch by 3 denier fiber this value ranged from 0.131 at 4 fps to 0.224
at 10 fps.
Kerekes and Douglas plotted their data as drag ratio versus
concentration for each velocity.

These plots show that for their

14

fibers with high aspect ratios a sudden loss of drag reducing ability
occurs at some concentration depending on the fiber.
to Cr/3(ln(2r)-1.8)

>

This is not due

1.8 as they state, but rather because their flow

conditions go from Region 2 behavior to Region 1 or plug flow.

These

results will be discussed in more detail in the Results and Discussion.
As stated above Kerekes and Douglas used a modification of the
same equipment used by Bobkowicz and Gauvin.

Some of the nylon fibers

tested by them were similar to those tested by Bobkowicz and Gauvin.
For these similarly sized fibers the data are considerably different
at essentially equal concentrations.
these differences.

Figure 4 shows an example of

Bobkowicz and Gauvin's suspensions gave more drag

reduction at all concentrations.

At very high concentrations the

results are closer although Bobkowicz and Gauvin's suspensions still
give greater drag reduction.

Measurements in the test loop used in

both investigations could be made in either the upward or downward
flow direction.

Neither paper specified if there was a difference in

results depending on flow direction or in which direction their
measurements were taken.
Arranaga (1) measured pressure drops of suspensions of various
small fibers and colloidal substances at a constant velocity in a
0.046-inch I.D. vertical tube.

He obtained maximum drag reductions

of between 50 and 60% with various asbestos fibers at concentrations
between about 2 and 4%.

One substance, Avitene H, described as an

acid salt derived from a bovine hide collagen consisting of spheroidal
particles gave interesting results.

Its drag reduction increased to

about 52% at a concentration of 0.125% and then decreased back to zero
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Figure 4.

Friction Factor Versus Reynolds t~umber, 0.04 11 x 3 denier Nylon, Data of
Kerekes and Douglas (23) and Hobkowicz and Gauvin (4)
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drag reduction at a concentration of about 0.25%.

Arranaga did not

comment on the cause of this behavior.
Pressure drop behavior of suspensions of another fiber, Avibest
C (FMC Corp.), which was stated to have a rod-like shape with a
maximum particle dimension of 0.5

~.

depended on the solvent used.

In water it gave a drag reduction of 40 and 55% at concentrations of
1 and 2% respectively; in Dow Corning 200 silicone fluid (1 centistoke)
it gave a drag reduction of 12% at a concentration of 1%; and in
tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol at concentrations of 0.5 and 1.5%, it gave
drag increases of 5.7 and 24% respectively.
Actual Reynolds numbers for the suspensions are not known.
However, some suspensions are quite thick even at low concentrations
and it is possible that the Reynolds numbers of many of these
suspensions are such that transition or even laminar flow may exist
at the constant flow rate employed.

This would seem to be the most

likely explanation for Arranaga's results with Avitene H.

At his

highest concentrations, he was probably in the laminar region.

At

yet higher concentrations with Avitene H an increase in drag would
probably have been observed.

Arranaga's results will be discussed

further in the Results and Discussion.
Hoyt (19,20) measured drag ratios of a wide variety of asbestos,
glass and acrylic fibers in water.
measurements.

He used two devices to make these

The first was a capillary flow rheometer with a

0.046-inch I.D . tube operating at water Reynolds numbers of 14,000.
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This unit was similar or identical to that used by Arranaga * .
second device was a rotating disc, wetted on both sides.
diameters were used, 3 and 5 inches.

The

Two disc

For these rotating disc

devices, water Reynolds numbers were 0.5 x 106 and 1.0 x 106 ,
respectively, for most of his runs.

In this Reynolds number range

the water in the boundary layer of the disc can exist in laminar or
turbulent motion (43).

If the flow is just turbulent, adding an

additive which increases the viscosity of the fluid may cause the
flow condition to revert to laminar or transition with the attendant
lower moment coefficient. In Hoyt•s Figure 2a, the moment coefficient
2 5
for water, em = T/~w r , is about twice the accepted value. The
water data show evidence of a laminar to turbulent transition at
Reynolds numbers of 2 to 4 x 10 5 .

As the asbestos concentration is

raised the transition becomes less pronounced and the moment
coefficient decreases.

In general, Hoyt found the same results as

other investigators in that large fiber lengths and small fiber
diameters gave the best drag reduction at a given concentration.
However, interpretation of the rotating disc results is uncertain,
as many measurements were probably in the transition region.

*The capillary flow rheometer used by Arranaga and Hoyt is
described in a patent (21) by Hoyt. Although this device is
undoubtably convenient to use it has several disadvantages. The
major problem is that pressure drops are made at only one flow rate.
This makes it difficult to determine whether the flow is in the
laminar, transition or turbulent region. This is illustrated by
the concentration effects observed by Arranaga with Avitene H.
Another potential problem is that the pressure tap holes are 0.020
inches in diameter. This is almost one half the tube ! . D. and
probably causes inaccuracies in pressure measurements. For accurate
measurements (assuming smooth tube walls) the taps should be no
more than 0.005 inches (10% of the !.D.). However, since they only
report comparative measurements, the error may cancel out.
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Peyser (35) measured the drag reducing effect of chrysotile
asbestos dispersions in a rotating disc device operating at fluid
Reynolds numbers of 0.2 to 2.0 x 106 •

The same uncertainty exists

here regarding the transition region.
~/d

Ellis (12) made pressure drop measurements with a high

(> 10 3 ) asbestos in 1.43- and 0.115-cm I.D. tubes both at fluid

Reynolds numbers of 20,000.

He reported that it required roughly 3

to 4 times higher asbestos concentrations to obtain similar drag
reduction in the 0.115-cm tube as in the 1.43-cm tube.

Ellis also

noted that a polymer, Polyox WSR 301, at a concentration of 10 wppm
gave about 50% drag reduction in both tubes when fresh.

However,

after one hour of pumping the drag reducing effect was lost in the
large tube but was unaffected in the small tube.

While the asbestos

did show moderate degradation effects, the effect was only slightly
greater in the large tube.
Vaseleski and Metzner (51) measured pressure drops of asbestosand nylon-water suspensions in 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-inch nominal I.D.
tubes.

They stated that the tube diameter had no effect on drag

reduction with these suspensions.

This may be true over the

particular Reynolds number range that they used for their dilute
suspensions.

However, Mih and Parker•s (32) and Daily and Bugliar-

ello•s (7) data indicate diameter effects regardless of whether
compared at equal pure fluid or apparent Reynolds number.

Vaseleski

and Metzner also predict that the core velocity profiles in drag
reducing suspension flow will be steeper than those for Newtonian
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flow.

However, Mih and Parker (32), Daily and Bugliarello (7) and

Seely (45) have reported measurements in drag reducing fiber flows
indicating the contrary.
Lee, Vaseleski and Metzner (25) measured the drag reduction of
polymeric solutions containing suspended fibers.
5.0- and 7.0-cm I.D.
of up to 95%.

Tubes were 2.5-,

They obtained impressively high drag reductions

They noted that the drag reducing effects of the

polymer and fiber are more than linearly additive, that the decrease
in drag reduction with diameter with both additives present is not
as great as with the polymer alone and that the adverse effect of
polymer degradation on drag reduction is reduced when the fibers are
present.
Peyser (35), Ellis (12), Hoyt (19,20), Vaseleski and Metzner (51)
and Lee, et al. (25) used Aerosol OTto disperse their asbestos fibers.
They could detect no difference in the pressure drop of pure water
with or without the surfactant present.

Lee, et al ., however, did note

that in a system of polyacrylamide and Aerosol OT, removal of the
surfactant increases the drag coefficient by about 50% at a Reynolds
number of 10 5 , and less at lower flow rates.
C.

Drag Reduction in Solid-Gas Suspensions
Drag reduction in solid-gas systems has been claimed by the

original authors or by later authors in papers listed in Table 1.
Several other solid-gas transport reports using similar flow systems
and variables but which were not drag reducing are listed in Table 2.
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In Tables 1 and 2 it can be seen that over wide ranges of the

.

*

variables of particle size , pipe size, particle diameter to pipe
diameter ratio, loading ratio and Reynolds number, both drag reducing
and non-drag reducing behavior have been observed.

Thus, there is

apparently at least one important variable which is not accounted for
by the above properties but which causes gross differences in the
flow behavior.
No obvious differences in the flow systems of those papers
reporting drag reduction and those which do not is apparent.

Drag

reduction was observed in systems with electrically conducting
[brass (5), copper (34) and stainless (22)] and non-conducting
[pyrex (41) and plexiglas (6,28)] test sections.

Likewise results

showing no drag reduction were obtained in both conducting [steel
(31,53) and brass (39)] and non-conducting [glass (13,24,30) and
lucite (56)] test sections.

The same can be said of particle

electrical properties, i.e. both conducting and non-conducting
particles have been observed to be drag reducing and not drag reducing.
Thus, the existence of drag reduction does not appear to depend on
either the electrical characteristics of the test section alone or
on the electrical characteristics of the particles alone, but
possibly depends on the electrostatic charge caused by particle-wall
and particle-particle contact, giving rise to particle-particle and
particle-wall forces.

* In some cases drag reduction has been reported with particles of
10 to 60 ~ and in one case (6) up to 1680 ~· In other cases no drag
reduction was observed with particles in the same size range.
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TABLE 1
Gas-Solid Suspension Studies i n Which Drag Reduction was Observed or Claimed
Author
Boothroyd(5)

Particle
a1 Size

~~ateri

Zinc 8- 2D~

Flow
Direction

Pipe
Material Si;ze

Ratio
I lbsolid/lbgas

Loading

Reynolds
Nunt>er
Range

Maximum
ilrag
Reduction

Vert.

Brass 1" I. D.
2" I. D.
3" I. D.

0-25

35000100000

25% in 2" &3"
75% in 1"

Perspex 1" I. D.
2" I. D.
3" I. D.

0-6

50000180000

1"
2"
3"

130000295000

Very sma 11
or none

Pure air data appears to be
incorrect

14000
20000
27000

Less than
10%(only)
with 25~
at 14000

Incorrectly assumed he had
eliminated charge effects

25%2-60~

Pure air data is ~% high in mid
Reynolds Number Range. Pipe might
have downward slope.

Mason &
Boothroyd(28)

Alumina

15~;
40 ~
70~

Vert.

Sao &
Trezek(46)

McjJ

36~

Horiz.

Brass 5" I. D.

0-3

25~
50~

Vert.

Copper 1" I. D.

0-1.6

2-60~

liot
Stated

Plexiglas 2 3/4"I.D.

0-2.8

Peters &
Klinzing(34)

Boyce &
Blick(6)

Rosetti &
Pfeffer(41)

Glass
Beads

Silica
llust
Glass
Beads

Glass
Beads

900063000

10% 1600~
Based on
air data

100~
200~
840~
1080~
10~
20~
25~
34~
59~

45%
15%
35%

Horiz.

Stainless 7/8" I. D.
0-2

Vert.

Pyrex 1" I. D.

1300027000

20%with
small beads
in horiz.
70%with
larger beads
in vertical

Co11111ents
Large Amount of Scatter in Data
Probable errors in correcting for
pressure drop due to solid accel.
Friction factor essential ly independent of particle size and
loading ratio in 1" I.D. tube.

Values of loading ratios in doubt.
May have insufficient entrance
length.
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TABLE 1 (cont.)
Gas-Solid Suspension Studies in Which urag Reduction was Observed or Claimed
Author

Particle
Material Si ze

Flow
Direction

Kane,
Weinbaum &
Pfeffer( 22)

Glass 15),
Beads 21 ~

Horiz.

Sprou 11 (48)

Limes tone 40%< 10~
Dust
Talc
99%< 1Oll

21.6~
36~
55~

Pipe
t·lateri a1 Size
Stainless 7/8" I. D.

&

Vert .

Concentric
Cylinder
Viscometer

Loading
Ratio
lbsolid l bgas

Reynolds
Number
Range

1·1aximum
llrag
Reducti on

i1ost
0-1
Some
0-3

1200025000

&

0.05
and
0.20

Taylor
Number
about 60

40%with 36"
55~ in vert.
10%with
smaller particles in
both horiz . &
vert. Large
part gave drag
increase in
horiz.

Claimed viscos ity
reduction of
lD-40%

I

Corrrnents
Part size effect on pressure drop
oppos ite to that of Boyce &Blick

Incorrect viscosity reduction cla im,
probable cause of torque decrease
was dampening of Taylor vorti ces
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TABLE 2
Gas-solid Suspension Studies in Which No Drag Reduction Was Observed
Particle
Haterial Size

Author
Vogt &White (53)

Sand

Belden & Kassel (2)

2001..
325u

Cata lys t 950;..

Flow
Direction

Farber (13)

Glass
Beads

36;.;

Loading Ratio
lbsol id!lbgas

Reynolds
Number
Range

0-35

9000-39000

True !.D. 0.622",large pressure taps (1/8" pipe )

Hartz. & Vert Iron l/2"sched 40
Steel 0.473" I.D.
1.023" I.D.

0-14

3360-22600

At low flow rates negat ive pressure drops due to over
correction for static head

Vert .

Iron l/2" sched 40

0-15

2900-26000

First used glass test section , had visible el ectrostatic discharges

0-16

15000-45000

9L

IA1203-Si 0~

Conments

Vert.

!
Mehta, Smith &
Comings (31)

Pipe
Material Size

Hor1z. & Vert Glass 0.67" I.D.
I

,
10-220u
: Catalyst
I

Richardson &
McLeman (39)

I Coal

500-760].;
760& 1525\.
I Polystyrene 350\J Horiz.
305~
j Lead
, Brass
380~J
Aluminum 230\J
760\J
Mg02

i Perspex

Brass

1" I. D.

0-15

35000-85000

Observed electrostatic charging with polystyrene,
~0 and Perspex. In some cases the pressure drop
irocfeased with time, in some it decreased, but never
obtained drag reduction

Glass

0.5" I.D.
0.75" I.D.
1.0" I.D.

0-5

5670-50000

Did not report his own pressure drop data. Pressure
drop correlation based on vel ocity profile data
measurememts did not predict drag reduction.

Copper 3.94" I.D.

0-.6

55000-100000

Inside of system had antistatic coating

Copper 31 . 5 mm I. D.

0-8

25000-50000

Incorrectly assumed eli mination of charge effect
by use of 40 millicurie polonium source

i

Kramer & DePew (24) I Glass
i Beads

Reddy & Pei (38)

Glass
Bea ds

Duckworth &Chan (9) Glass
Ballotini

62\J
200\J ~ert.
100 ~
150 ~

200" Vert .
270"
125u Horiz .
350\J
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TABLE 2 (cont. )
Gas-Soli d Suspension Studies in Which No Drag Reduction IJas Observed
Author

I· M2terial
Particle
Size

McCarthy Olson (30) Calcium 2-6~
Carbonate
Glass
65"
Beads
Luc i te 23010eads
Zenz (56)

Glass
575~
Beads
Sa 1t 88-250u

Flow
Direction

Pipe
Material Size

Horiz .

Gl ass

Horiz.

Lucite

Loading Ratio
lbsol id/lbgas

1"1. 0.

0-.6

1.75"1D

0.75-70

Copper 3/4"1D
Copper 5/8" lD
Stainless l/4"10

270~
Hariu &Molstad(l6 ) Sand
210u
Sand
Catal yst 108;.:

Vert .

Glass

0.267"1D
0.532"10

.7-SC

Duckworth & Kakka (1 0 Glass
40._
Ballotini 85u

Horiz .

Copper

1.25"10

0-7

110~

20Cu

E.

\' ~:rt.

10 5~.;

340u
670;J
Lead
Polystyrene

127 0~
400~

570u
650"
700~

I

I

Comnents

401)0-32000

& Vert .

Horiz .

Trezek &France(SO) Glass
Beads

Reynolds
rlumber
Ra nge

Horiz .

Glass

1"10

C-4

40000 inl/4" Choked
130000 in 3/4"

flo~, .

no drag reduction,errors in fr icti on factor

1500-9000

20000-80000

Drag ratio decreased wi th increas i ns Re a! a const ant
loading ratio . At a consta ~ t Reyno lds nu~be r drag
ratio increased with parti cle size (for glass Ba ll ot in i )
in copper pipe, independent of part icle size in gl ass pi pe.
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Further evidence of the possibility of the existence of
electrostatic forces in drag reducing solid-gas systems is given in
the Results and Discussion.

In Appendix 1 a more complete review

is given of the papers listed in Tables 1 and 2.
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL

Pressure drops were measured in two recirculating systems.

The

smaller had a 0.248-inch I.D.; the larger had a 1.005-inch I.D. test
section.

The systems and experimental technique used in making

measurements are described below.
A.

Small Unit Description and Procedures
Figure 5 is a schematic of the small unit.

constructed of a 40-inch length of nominal
steel tubing.

~-inch

The test section was
I.D. stainless

Pressure drop measurements were made across two 6-inch

test sections beginning 100 and 124 diameters downstream from the tube
entrance.

Pressure taps were carefully bored with a #72 drill

(0.025 inches).

A length of unhardened drill rod about 0.0002 inches

in diameter less than the test section I.D. was inserted into the
test section to serve as a backup when drilling the pressure tap holes
and thus avoid any burrs on the inner walls of the test section.
Figure 5 also shows details of the pressure tap connections.
section was vertical.

The test

To avoid vibration it was isolated from the

rest of the system by short pieces of Tygon tubing connected at
either end.
A Viking gear pump (Model K124), driven by a 2 hp, 325 rpm gearhead motor, was used to provide flow rates up to about 8 gpm.

This

flow rate corresponds to a Reynolds number based on water of about
180,000.

No temperature control was provided for, but both the

viscosity and the density of the suspending fluid were corrected for
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Figure 5.

1

Small Unit Schematic
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temperature in calculating Reynolds numbers and friction factors.
temperature was measured directly after the test section .
indicators were fluid manometers.
fluid from the manometer fluid.

The

Pressure

Nitrogen separated the process
For high pressures the manometer

fluid was mercury and for low pressures either water or Meriam oil
(S.G. = 2.95).

In most cases the system held about 40 kg of suspension.

To obtain a reading the bypass valve was adjusted to give the
desired flow rate and the nitrogen supply was adjusted to allow fluid
to reach the same height in all pressure tap lines.
and pressures were then recorded.

The temperature

The flow was then diverted into

the weighing bucket for 20 to 120 seconds depending on the flow rate .
The pressure and temperature were rechecked to make sure that they
had not changed and then the bucket was weighed to obtain the flow
rate.
Figures 6 and 7 indicate that the measured friction factors
agreed with the von Karman equation for smooth tubes over the range
of flow rates run to within about± 5% (maximum).
B.

Large Unit Description and Procedures
Figure 8 is a schematic of the large unit.

The test sections

were constructed of 10- foot lengths of nominal l-inch I . D. stainless
steel tubing.

Pressure drop measurements were made across an 18-inch

test section beginning 85 diameters from the tube entrance .

The

pressure taps were bored with a #72 drill and then the entire length
of each of the tubes was honed to eliminate any irregularities or
burrs and to ensure that they were hydraulically smooth .
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Figure 6.

TUBE-WATER

Friction Factor Versus Reynolds Number, Water, 1/4" System
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A Peerless centrifugal pump (Model CLO

2x1x8~)

was driven at

3100 rpm by a 20 hp motor to provide flow rates up to about 100 gpm.
This flow rate corresponds to a Reynolds number based on water of
about 3945000.

Temperature was maintained at 30°C

of cooling coils mounted in the tank.
were made with manometers.

±

0.1°C by means

Pressure drop measurements

For high pressures the manometer fluid

was Meriam fluid with a specific gravity of 2.95 and for low pressures
Meriam fluid with a specific gravity of 1.20.

With both manometers

the pressure tap lines were allowed to fill with water so that the
effective specific gravity of the fluids was 1.95 and 0.20,
respectively.

The system held about 210 kg of solution.

To obtain a reading 5 the flow rate was adjusted by means of the
flow regulating valves.

The manometer readings were then noted and

fluid was diverted into the weighing tank for from 15 to 180 seconds.
During the fluid diversion 5 the manometers were checked to see that
the flow rate was not changing.

The tank was then weighed to obtain

the flow rate.
Figure 9 indicates that pure water friction factors were about
10% too high compared with the von Karman equation for smooth tubes.
The reason for high pressure drops is not clear.

Pipe or pressure tap

roughness is unlikely as the tubes were honed smooth.

Other

possibilities are insufficient entrance length (£/d = 85) for fully
developed turbulent flow and a slight amount of cavitation in the
pump causing slight pressure pulses in the test section.

Since the

data were repeatable and since comparisons between additive and
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non-additive systems were of primary interest, the high values were
accepted.

Drag ratios were, however, always calculated using the

predicted value of the friction factor (calculated with the von
Karman equation).
From repeated runs with water, the small unit results were
repeatable to ± 3% and the large unit results to about ± 5%.

In

suspension flow repeatability depended on the suspension, some of
which changed properties with time, but a reasonable figure for the
small unit in most cases was about± 5%.

Not enough data were

obtained in the large unit to make a reasonable estimate.
C.

Suspensions Studied
Tables 3, 4 and 5 tabulate the various suspensions run.

The

supplier of the solid material, designated by a lower case letter in
the above tables, is listed in Table 6.

In most cases the following

technique was used to prepare a suspension for testing in either
unit.

While the suspending fluid was circulating, the proper amount

of solid was slowly added to the fluid.

The suspension was then

allowed to circulate for several hours to allow complete dispersion
of the solid.

The required pressure drop measurements were then made

as described above .
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TABLE 3
Non-Fibrous Solids Tested
Solid t~aterial
(Supplier)

Fluid

Shape

Particle
Size

Concentration, %

Alumdum (Aluminum
Oxide) (a)

oil

approx.
spherical

38J.l (est.)

0.1,0.75

Degussa Colloidal
Aluminum Oxide (b)

oil

spherical

.005-.030].l
(ultimate)

0.1,0.5

Cabos il M-5
(colloidal silica)

oil

spherical

0.012].l
(ultimate)

0.1,0.5

water

spherical

0.012].l
(ultimate)

.75

oil

spherical

0.1,0.5

water

s pheri ca 1

0.007].l
(ultimate)
0.007].l
(ultimate)

0.1,0.5,1.0,
1.0,2.0,4.0

oil
water
oil
water
oil

spherical
spherical
spherical
spherical
spherical

44-88].l
44-88].l
88-149].l
88-149].l
297-420].l

0.1,1.0
0.5,1.0,3.0
0.1,1.0
0.5,3.0
0.1,1.0

water

approx. spherical
agglomerates
(needle-like
ultimate particles
£/d ::: 15)

0.5,1.0,
2.0,4.0

water

approx. spherical
agglomerates
(needle-like
ultimate particles
£/d ::: 15)

0.5,1.0,
2.0,4.0

water

approx. spherical
agglomerates
(needle-like
ultimate particles
£/d ::: 15)

(c)

Cabosil H-5
(colloidal silica)
(c)

Glass Beads (d)

Englehardt
Attaclay
(attapulgite
deri va ti ve)
(e)

Englehardt
Attasorb RVM
(attapulgite
derivative)
(e)

Englehardt
Attagel 50
(attapulgite
derivative)
(e)

Georgi a Kao 1 in
Thixo-Jell #3
(bentonite
derivative) (f)

water

platelets

0.14].l

not
available

0.5,1.0,
2.0,4.0

1,2,4
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TABLE 4
Characterized Fibrous Solids Tested in Water
Solid
Material
(Supplier)

Nylon
Fibers (g)

Nominal
Length
inches

Nominal
~/d

1.5

0.00054

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

0.02

37

74

Concentration

Max Drag
Reduction

%

%

0.5
1.0
2.0

2
7
13

0.2
1.0
2.2

2
13
17

0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0

4
3
7
20

1.5

0.00054

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

6.0

0.00108

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

0.08

3.0

0.00076

105

1.0

12

0.08

74

0.5
1.0
2.0

?

5
13

0.2
1.0
2.0
3.0

none
5
15
23

0.2
1.0
2.0
3.0

2
17
25
25+

0.2
1.0
2.0

none
3
12

0.5
1.0
2.0
2.9

2
10
15
22

0.04

0.04
II

Rayon
Fibers (g)

Nomina 1
Diameter
Inches
Denier
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6.0

0.00108

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

43

1.5

0.00047

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

1.5

0.00047

0.02
II

0.04

II

86

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

5.5

0.00089

0.04

45

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

5.5

0.00089

0.08

90
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II
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TABLE 4 (cont.)
Solid
Material
(Supplier)

Cotton
Fibers {g)

Nominal
Length
inches

Nominal
Diameter
Denier
Inches

Nominal
.R,fd

Concentration

Max Drag
Reduction

%

%

0.02-0.03

25-35
(measured
wet)

0.2

none

II

II

II

II

II

II

1.0
2.0
3.0

none
5
20

All above fibers tested in 1/4-inch tube.
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TABLE 5
Additional Fibrous Solids Tested
Solid Material
(Supplier)
Fybex, potassium
titanate (h)
SG-144, asbestos
(i )

T-135 0, asbestos
(i )

SG-210, asbestos
(i)

Particle Size
and ~/d
Diameter 0.100.16~ ~/d 40:1

(i )

RG-44i,1 ~sbestos
(i )

7T02, asbestos
( j)

7M05, asbestos
(j)

4T04, asbestos
( j)

Concentration
%

water -

~

~.1,2,4

~/d 102-10 3

vJater -

~

1,2,3

~/d 102 -10 3

water -

~

1,2,3

Diameter .025~
£/d 10 2-10 3

water -

k4

1,2,3

water - ~
water - 1

~.1.1,2

Diameter 0.025~
£/d 10 2-10 3

water -

~

~ . 1,2

Diameter ::::.025~
£/d 10 2-10 3

water -

~

water- ~

3/4
3/4,1,2
2

~

3/4,1 ~

Newsprint
HPO, asbestos

Fluid and Tube
I . D. , inches

oil - ~
oi 1 + ~%

~.1

Diameter ~.02~
~/d 102-103

water -

Diameter ::::0.02~
~/d 102-10 3

water - ~
water-glycerine

Diameter ~o. 02~
~/d 102-10 3

water - ~
water+ 0.1%
surfynol 104 water-glycerine

-

-

3/4
3/4

~

~

~ .3/4
~
~

3/4
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Solid t~aterial
(Supplier)

Particle Size
and £/d

7M02, asbestos

Diameter ~0.02~
£/d 10 2-10 3

( j)

4T30, asbestos
(j)

4T30, asbestos
(j)

Diameter ~0.02~
£/d 10 2-10 3

Diameter ~0.02~
£/d 10 2_ 103

water -

Turner Brothers~ 2 )
asbestos (k)

Diameter 0.02~
£/d 10 2 -10 3

3/4, 1~
1/8,~,3/4

~.3/4

-

~

OT-

1/8

~

OT +
104-

1/8
~

water +
0.05 Surfynol 104 - 1
water-glycerine - ~
oil

( j)

%

~

water - ~
water - 1
water +
~% Aerosol OT
water +
0.01% Aerosol
water +
0.01% Aerosol
0.1% Surfynol

oil -

3T12, asbestos

Concentration

Fluid and Tube
I.D., inches

3/4
~.3/4

~

+~%water

water - ~
water - 1
water -

3/4

~

-

~

3/4
~.3/4
~.3/4

25,50,100,250
500 wppm

( 1 )chrysotile asbestos which has been rendered hyprophobic by surface
modification
( 2 )contained 1 part Aerosol OT per 2 parts asbestos
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TABLE 6
Material Suppliers

a

Edmund Scientific Company
300 Edscorp Building
Barrington, New Jersey
08007

b

Degussa, Inc.
609 Schuyler Avenue
Kearny, New Jersey 07032

c

Cabot Corporation
125 High Street
Boston, Massachusetts

02110

d

Zero Manufacturing Company
Washington, Missouri

e

Englehardt Minerals and Chemical Company
Minerals and Chemicals Division
Menlo Park
Edison, New Jersey 08817

f

Georgia Kaolin Company
511 Westminster Avenue
Elizabeth, New Jersey

g

Microfibers, Inc.
1 Moshassuck Street
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02860

h

E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
1007 Market Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19898

i

Union Carbide Corporation
4625 Royal Avenue
P.O. Box 579
Niagara Falls, New York 14302

j

Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 1500
Asbestos, P.Q., Canada

k

Turner Brothers Asbestos Co., Ltd.
Rochdale, England
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TABLE 6 (cont.)
Suryfano 1 104

Air Products and Chemicals
5 Executive Mall
Swedesford Road
Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

Aerosol OT

American Cyanamid Company
Industrial Chemicals and Plastics Div.
Wayne, New Jersey 07470
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IV.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Particle Shape
1.

Non-fibrous Solids

The shapes, sizes and concentrations of all non-fibrous
(spherical, elongated and plate-like) particles tested are listed in
Table 3.

Equivalent diameters ranged from 0.005 - 0.03

297 - 420

~and

~

concentrations from 0.1 to 4.0% by weight.

to
All

suspensions of the non-fibrous solids were tested for drag reduction
in the 1/4-inch tube.

None of these solids showed drag reduction at

any concentration or Reynolds number tested.

This is in agreement

with most previous reports in the literature for solid-liquid
suspensions.
Review.

The reported exceptions were discussed in the Literature

It appears, therefore, that it is unlikely that drag

reduction caused by non-fibrous solids suspended in liquids exists
except possibly in short laminar to turbulent transition regions.
2.

Fibrous Solids

At a concentration above some minimum value for each fiber, all
of the flexible fiber suspensions showed drag reducing behavior.
Drag reduction was the greatest near the junction of Regions 2 and 3.
As the flow rate increased the drag reduction generally decreased.
In some cases, particularly in the l-inch I.D. test section, the
pressure drop approached that of the pure fluid at the highest flow
rates, indicating the possibility of a fourth region where the
friction factor is essentially that of the suspending Newtonian fluid.
A friction factor-water Reynolds number plot for 2% 0.04-inch x 1.5
denier rayon fibers in water is shown in Figure 3.

The conventional
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laminar and von Karman curves, indicating the Fanning friction factor
for Newtonian flow in smooth tubes, are shown as solid lines.

In this

plot, the Reynolds number is calculated using the properties (viscosity
and density) of the suspending fluid and drag reduction begins where
the suspension friction factor * points fall below the von Karman
curve (18).
As stated in the Literature Review, Bobkowicz and Gauvin (4)
claimed that the drag reducing ability of their nylon fibers was
dependent on the aspect ratio

(~/d)

Table 4 confirm their findings.

of the fibers.

The results in

However, these results show that for

fibers of approximately equal aspect ratios, drag reducing ability
increased with a decrease in fiber diameter, a result also shown by
the example from their data given in the Literature Review.

This may

be due to the larger number of fibers present at a given concentration
with the attendant increase in interparticle contacts or it may be due
to increased fiber flexibility.

An example of the small, but

significant differences in drag reducing ability of rayon fibers of
essentially equal aspect ratios but different fiber diameters is
shown in Figure 10.
Each asbestos sample studied was too varied in fiber shape and
size to be characterized simply.

However, at the lower concentrations,

the longer fibered samples were somewhat superior to the shorter
fibered samples.

The extremely long fibered Turner Brothers asbestos

gave the best drag reduction of all the fibers tested at concentrations

* Based on the density of the suspending fluid.
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Fri ction Factor Versus Reynolds tlumber, Effect of Fiber Di ameter
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more than an order of magnitude less than those of the other fibers.
However, these fibers rapidly degraded in the 1/4-inch system in
which they were tested, making it difficult to complete a full run
without degradation.

The long fibered Johns Manville 3T12 and 4T30

were the most effective stable samples tested at low concentrations.
At higher concentrations comparison of results for different fibers
are not as clear.
B.

Relative Effectiveness of Fiber Materials
Only the nylon, rayon and cotton fibers studied were uniform

enough to be characterized conveniently.

Comparison of pressure drop

results at equal concentrations and nearly equal fiber diameters and
aspect ratios shows that the rayon fibers are perhaps a little more
effective as drag reducers than the nylon fibers (Table 4).

The

better drag reducing ability of rayon may be due to a greater
flexibility or a greater surface roughness resulting in a stronger
fiber network.

Figure 11 compares nylon and rayon at equal concen-

trations and nearly equal aspect ratios and diameters .
fiber's aspect ratio varied from about 10 to 40.

The cotton

This variance was

mainly due to diameter differences probably caused by the degree of
f iber twi s ting.

In general the cotton fibers gave less drag reduction

than any of the rayon or nylon fibers tested at equal concentrati ons.
No reliable data comparing these fibers' wet elastic moduli are
available.
As bes tos and paper f iber su s pensions exhibited greater extens ion s
of the laminar friction factor line and hence greater drag reduction
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at equal concentrations than the nylon and rayon fibers.

This can be

attributed in part to high aspect ratios, but also to the irregular
fiber surfaces and much higher flexibilities, which might cause a
greater tendency to entangle giving stronger fiber networks compared
to those formed by the synthetic fibers.

Table 7 lists the fibers

tested in order of increasing effectiveness and the concentration
required for about 15 to 25% drag reduction.

Figures 12 and 13 are

friction factor-water Reynolds number plots of several natural fibers
showing typical behavior of these suspensions.

Figure 14 is a similar

plot for the Turner Brothers asbestos which was, as noted earlier, the
most effective drag reducing additive tested.

However, it was also

the only fiber in which mechanical degradation was noted by pressure
drop measurement changes and confirmed by examining the suspension
with a microscope.

The extremely long fibers (t/d

>

104 ) which

initially existed in a tangled network, not unlike hair in a hairbrush,
degraded to shorter fibers which were not tangled.

Degradation of the

Turner Brothers asbestos has also been reported by others (12,19,25).
C.

Effect of Concentration
At low concentrations, the fibers have little effect on apparent

suspension viscosity or drag reduction.

As concentration and,

therefore, particle-particle interactions increase, drag reduction at
a fixed flowrate goes through a maximum.

At still higher concentra-

tions and hence higher apparent suspension viscosities, the flow
appears to become laminar (actually plug flow) and pressure drop
increases rapidly.

However, these high concentration suspensions show
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Table 7
Effectiveness of Drag Reducing Fibers

Fiber

Concentration Required
in Water for 15-25%
D.R. in 1/4" Tube

Cotton

3%

Potassium Titanate

4%

Nylon
Rayon

low £/d, large d

3%

Nylon
Rayon

large £/d, small d

1 1/2 - 2 1/2%

SG-144
T 135 0
SG-210
Newsprint
HPO
RG- 444
7T02
7M05
4T04
7r~02

1 - 1 1/2%

1/4 - 3/4%

4T30
3T12
Turner Brothers

500 wppm
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excellent drag reducing ability at higher flow rates.

These effects

are illustrated by friction factor vs water Reynolds number data shown
in Figure 15 for SG 210, a Union Carbide

11

Calidria

11

asbestos suspended

in water.
A friction factor vs suspending fluid Reynolds number plot
clarifies the unusual concentration effects reported by Kerekes and
Douglas (23) for suspensions of nylon fibers which were described in
the Literature Review.

They noted an apparent optimum concentration

for drag reduction from comparisons of their results at different
concentrations at a number of fixed flow rates.

Thus, at each fixed

flow rate they reported that for low nylon concentrations there was
little drag reduction.

However, as concentration increased drag

reduction became significant and increased with concentration up to a
relatively high concentration, where pressure drops rose rapidly with
further increase in concentration.

Their data for 0.04-inch x 3

denier nylon fibers are shown in Figure 16 as friction factor vs water
Reynolds number.
Their data cover only a narrow water Reynolds number region, but
portions of the regions shown in Figure 3 can be seen at each
concentration.

Their 0.49% suspension results are close to their

pure water results.

As concentration increased to 1.95%, the last

portion of Region 3 and the start of Region 4 are observed.

At 3.70%,

the suspension is in Region 3 while at 4.63% it appears to be in the
final portion of Region 2.

The 5.37% suspension is quite thick and

at low velocities is in plug flow (Region 1).

It enters Region 2 at
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higher velocities and becomes drag reducing.

If the results are

examined at their lowest velocity (4 fps), there appears to be a sharp
loss of drag reducing ability above 4.63%.

In reality this is merely

a reflection of the viscous nature of the 5.37% suspension which is
in plug flow at this velocity in this tube.

At the highest velocity

(10 fps), this concentration gave the most drag reduction.

Further

increase in concentration to 5.73% and 5.94% gave predominantly plug
flow behavior even at higher velocities.

Presumably, at still higher

flow rates these two high concentration suspensions would demonstrate
typical Region 2, 3 and 4 behavior.
The steep concentration peaks for maximum drag reduction observed
by Arranaga (1) for Avitene H and to a lesser extent for Avicel CM
dispersions at a fixed solvent Reynolds number probably result from
these same phenomena.

Figure 17 is an idealized friction factor-fluid

Reynolds number plot of a non-Newtonian fluid which exhibits drag
reduction only in a very narrow laminar-turbulent transition region.
If pressure drop measurements were made at the Reynolds number indicated
it would appear that drag reduction occurred, the magnitude of which
depended on the concentration.

Thus the claims of Arranaga and others

of concentration dependent drag reduction at a single flow rate may
not be valid.

Had data been obtained over a wider range of Reynolds

numbers, curves similar to these might have been obtained.
Thus it is clear, that since drag reduction in solid-liquid
suspensions is a result of a greatly extended laminar-turbulent
transition region, great care needs to be taken in interpreting
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pressure drop data for narrow flow rate ranges as there is no certainty
in which flow regime the measurements are being made.
D.

Effect of Fluid Viscosity
Asbestos suspensions were tested in three suspending fluid

systems:

water, water-glycerine (3.2 cp at 32°C) and mineral oil

(3.6 cp at 32°C).

Figure 18 is a friction factor-pure fluid Reynolds

number plot of 3/4% 4T30 suspended in these fluids in the 1/4-inch
I.D. tube.
At equal concentrations, the mineral oil system gave the least
drag reduction at all turbulent Reynolds numbers, while the waterglycerine mixture gave the most.

It is possible that the glycerine

acted as a dispersant or as a bridge between particle contacts which
enhanced the stabilizing effect of the asbestos and improved its drag
reducing ability.

Noting, however, that at the higher Reynolds

numbers the friction factors for the water and water-glycerine
suspensions are about equal it seems likely that lower friction
factors at lower Reynolds numbers in the water-glycerine suspension
are due to the higher viscosity which delays the laminar to turbulent
transition in the pure fluid annulus, thus extending Region 1 behavior to
lower friction factors. The mineral oil, which does not wet asbestos
well, is least effective as a dispersant or as a bridging agent for
asbestos, and the poorer drag reduction obtained reflects this.

This

figure also has some data points showing the effect when 1/4% water
was added to the oil.

Apparently the water further reduced the

interaction between the asbestos and the oil and drag reduction was
lost.
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Figure 19 indicates the pressure drop behavior of RG-444 asbestos,
which is described as hydrophobic.

However, it can be seen that at

a concentration of 3/4%, it failed to appreciably thicken the oil or
give any drag reduction in oil.

At 3/4% in water however, it did

thicken the water and give moderate drag reduction.

This is probably

due to hydrolysis of the organic coating on the asbestos fiber giving
a fiber with a hydrophilic surface which could be dispersed in the
normal manner.
E.

Effect of Tube Diameter
The effect of tube diameter was studied using the same suspensions

in 1/4- and l-inch I.D. tubes.

Figures 20 and 21 are friction factor-

water Reynolds plots for 1/4% 3Tl2, 3/4% 3Tl2, 1/4% 4T30 and 3/4% 4T30
asbestos-water suspensions in these tubes.
At a concentration of 1/4%, the suspensions in the 1/4-inch tube
gave slightly larger maximum drag reductions; however, at 3/4% the
situation was reversed and lower drag ratios were obtained in the
l-inch tube.

In the former case this may be due to the fact that the

fiber size is an appreciable fraction of the tube diameter thus
limiting fiber mobility and hence strengthening the fiber network.
In the latter case the higher concentration overwhelms the fiber size
to tube diameter considerations.

Due to the fact that in Region 2

flow, where minimum drag ratios occur, a larger tube has a greater
percentage of its flow in a non-shear (plug) condition, it might be
expected that larger tubes will give lower minimum drag ratios than
smaller tubes.

Lower minimum friction factors in large versus small
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tubes were also noted by others (7,32).

However their smallest tubes

were 3/4 and 2 inches in diameter, respectively.
A probable explanation of the observation of Lee, et al. (25)
that in their system the combined effect of fiber and polymer on drag
reduction was greater than the sum of the polymer effect and the fiber
effect is that the addition of the fibers effectively reduced the
characteristic length of the system giving a shear (velocity gradient)
region confined to the clear water annulus.

Thus, the effectiveness

of the polymer additive is enhanced as it is most effective in high
shear rate regions which prevail in the annulus region near the wall
in fiber suspension flow.

This would not only explain the synergistic

effect of the two additives but would also explain the decreased
adverse effect of a tube diameter increase on the drag reduction of
these combined systems which they observed, as the annulus thickness
might not vary much with tube diameter.

This hypothesis on the

importance of the annulus region for these mixed systems is also
supported by the fact that they noted that degraded polymers were
still effective when fibers were present (25).

It has been noted (12)

that degraded polymers, which are ineffective in larger diameter tubes,
are still effective in small diameter tubes where high shear stresses
and velocity gradients exist.
It was noted from suspension data for 3T12 and data of other
investigators that there might be a correlation between the velocities
where the plug flow (Region 1) line crossed the von Karman line for
a particular fiber at a given concentration for different tube
diameters.
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Noting that at this crossover point,
fturb = fsusp
fturb -

where 0.046/(NRe) 0 • 2 is an approximation to the von Karman friction
factor line.

For Region 1 (plug) flow a good assumption is that all

of the velocity gradient occurs in the clear fluid annulus.

Therefore,

in the annulus,
Tw =~water (du/dy)wall
and
(du/dy)wall = V/Dannulus
therefore,
2

"~waterV·2·g c /pV Dannulus

=

0 046/ ( N ) O. 2
·
Re

or

If, at the von Karman crossover, Dannu 1 us is primarily a function of
the fiber and its concentration and nearly independent of tube
diameter, then (NRe) 0 • 2;v is a constant at the von Karman crossover
for any tube size.
Table 8 is a tabulation of (N Re ) 0 • 2;v for data of investigators
who have reported pressure drops in Region 1 for various tube
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TABLE 8
Test of Tube Diameter Correlation

Author

Mih and
Parker {32)

Daily and
Bugl i are 11 o

Tube
Diameter Material
inches

Canadian
Concen- Standard 1
tration Freeness K'x10 3
ml
%

n'

Water
Reynolds
Error
Velocity Number
Based on
at von
at von
Re0.2 Sma 11 er
Karman
Karman
Tube
Crossover Crossover
v
fps
%

2
4

Rayon

0.2

0.97
1.29

18000
48000

7.30
6.67

-8.6

2
4

Rayon

0.5

2.05
2.65

38000
98000

4.02
3.76

-6.2

2
4

Hardwood
Kraft

0.5

630

1. 22
1.40

22500
52000

6.11
6.25

+2.3

2
4

Hardwood
Kraft

1.0

630

2.97
2.65

55000
98000

~:~~(2)

+25 . 8

3/4
2

Nylon

0.25

0.64
1. 65

4000
27500

8.21
4.69

-42.7

3/4
2

Nylon

0.5

2.24
2.10

14000
35000

~:~;(2) +28.6

(7)

(2)
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TABLE 8 (cont.)

Author

Canadian
Tube
Concen- Standard 1
Diameter t·1ateri a1 tration Freeness K• x10 3
inches
/o
ml
Ol

Radin

n•

Water
Reynolds
Velocity
Erro r
Number
Based on
at von
at von
Re0.2 Smaller
Karman
Karman
Crossover Crossover
Tube
%
fps

--v

3/4
2

Long
Lac 17

0.5

1. 50
1.89

9400
31500

3/4
2

Long
Lac 17

1.0

3.04
3.59

3/4
2

Cos sa
River 55

0. 5

19000
60000

4. 15(2)
4.21
(2)
2.36(2)
2.52

+6.6

1.28
1.438

8000
24000

4.71(2)
5.23

+11.3

+1.6

3/4
2

Ground\'mod
0.5
Popular

1.09
1.14

6800
19100

5.36
6.28

+15.5

3/4
2

Gro undvmod 0.75
Popular

1.60
1.98

10000
33000

3.94
4. 05

+2.8

3/4
2

Groundwood 1.0
Popular

2.96
2.93

18500
49000

2.41
2.96

+22.6

1/4
1

3T12( 3)
Asbestos

0. 25

2.17
3.18

4800
30600

2.51
2.48

-1.2

1/4
1

3T12( 3)
Asbestos

0.75

3.05
7.13

6995
68600

1.93
1. 30

-32. 5
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TABLE 8 (cont.)

Author

Guthrie
(15)

Tube
Diameter Material
inches
1/2
1
l/2
1
1/2
1
1/2
1
1/2
1
1/2
1

Bleached
Kraft
Softwood

Canadian
Concen- Standard
tration Freeness! K'x10 3
ml
%

n'

Water
Reynolds
Velocity
Number
Error
at von
at von
Based on
Re0.2 Smaller
Karman
Karman
Crossover Crossover
Tube
fps
%

v

0.55

410

0.15
0.14

1.0
1.0

2.55
2.01

10630
16700

2.51
3.49

+39.1

II

0.93

620

0.53
0.76

0.80
0.78

4.01
3.46

16700
28800

1. 74
2.25

+29.2

II

1.37

620

1. 70
1. 75

0.62
0.60

3.90
2.89

16220
24100

1. 78
2.60

+45.9

II

0.43

670

0.18
0.19

0.95
0.92

3.62
1. 74

15080
14500

1.89
3.90

+106. 2

II

0.80

670

0.37
0.44

0.85
0.86

3.88
3.17

16160
26400

1. 79
2.42

+35.0

II

1.19

670

1. 70
1.85

0.70
0.68

6.42
4.62

26750
38500

1.20
1. 79

+49.5
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TABLE 8 (cont.)

Author

Tube
Diameter
inches
1/2
1
1/2
1
1/2
1
1/2
1

Canadian
Concen- Standard
f~ateri a1 tration Freeness1 K•xl03
%
ml
Bleached
Sulfite
Softvmod

0. 5

375

II

1.95

375

II

0.5

390

II

1.1

390

0. 096
0.50

n•

Water
Reynolds
Velocity
Number
Error
Based on
at von
at von
Re0.2 Smaller
Ka rman
Karman
Crossover Crossover --vTube
fps
%

0.99
0.82

2.23
2.84

9290
23650

2.79
2.64

-5 .3

0.40
0.45

6.65
7.90

27700
65750

1.16
1.16

+0.1

0.10
0.46

1.00
0.85

2.55
3.13

10620
26100

2.50
2.44

-2. 5

1. 30
2.15

0.70
0.69

5.00
5.66

20800
47100

1.46
1. 52

+4. 0

15.0
15.0

1A measure of how quickly water will drain from pulp. The greater freeness, the fas ter water will
drain.
2oata deviated from straight line before crossing von Karman l ine, ext ension of li near portion of
laminar line used for calculations .
3oata for each tube taken with fresh suspensions.
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diameters.

Guthrie (15) reported only n' and K' * , so the velocities

where his friction factors crossed the von Karman line were calculated
from these values.
The results are inconclusive.

Guthrie's (15) kraft fibers do not

correlate well, however, his sulfite fibers do.

Mih and Parker's (32)

rayon and kraft fibers correlate with the exception of their 1% kraft
for which Region 1 flow data deviated from a straight line before
crossing the von Karman line.

Daily and Bugliarello's (7) data for

their wood pulps gave fair correlation, but their nylon fiber results
are erratic.
Due to difficulties in obtaining low enough flow rates in the
1/4-inch tube to obtain Region 1 behavior, in the present investigation,
only data for the 3T12 asbestos-water suspensions can be checked.

The

1/4% data correlate, but as can be noted in Table 5 the 3/4% data give
poor results.

Since these data were obtained in two independent

systems, different suspensions were prepared for each system.

At the

higher concentration, slight differences in concentration or asbestos
dispersion could cause relatively large differences in the suspensions'
apparent viscosities.

The other investigators all ran the same

suspensions in their different sized test sections which were in
para 11 el.
The clear fluid annulus model explains why Ellis (12) required
higher concentrations of asbestos in a smaller diameter tube than in
a larger diameter tube to achieve the same drag reduction when pressure
drops were measured at the same Reynolds number in each tube.

*Where, in laminar flow

D~P/4L

= K'(8V/D )n'
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F.

Effect of Dispersants
Two surface active agents were used in an attempt to aid in the

dispersion of the asbestos fibers in water.

They were Aerosol OT-75%

(75% surfactant, 20% water, 5% alcohol) and Surfynol 104, which is
also a defoamant.

Figures 22 and 23 show the effect of these

surfactants on the pressure drops of 4T30 asbestos-water suspensions.
Using Aerosol OT, foaming problems were encountered.

Figure 22

indicates that 1/4% 4T30 gave a much lower drag ratio when 1/4%
Aerosol OT was added.

However, before the run was completed (run from

low to high flow rates), air entrainment caused a given weight of
suspension to approximately double in volume .

This reduced the drag

reducing effect as can be noted from the recheck points on this
figure.

Figure 23 compares 1/8% 4T30, 1/8% 4T30 with 0. 01 % Aerosol OT,

and 1/8% 4T30 with 0.01% Aerosol OT and 0.1% Surfynol 104.

Foaming

still occurred in all these mixtures which contained Aerosol OT.
However, in this case most of the foaming appeared to be near the
liquid surface rather than throughout the suspension as occurred with
the 1/4% 4T30 plus 1/4% Aerosol OT mixture.
This foam appeared to float much of the asbestos to the surface
of the fluid, thus effectively removing it from suspension and
resulting in a loss of drag reducing behavior .

The addition of 0.1 %

Surfynol 104, which is a defoamer as well as surfactant, did not
change the visual appearance of the foaming suspension or the pressure
drop results.
Pressure drop results in the 1/4-inch tube with 1/4% 4T04
asbestos suspended in water were not influenced by the presence of
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Figure 22.

Friction Factor Versus Reynolds
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1/8% 4T30 ASBESTOS
~II

TUBE

WATER
D. WATER
0

0

Figure 23.

WATER

+0.10%

+0
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I

01%
01%

AEROSOL
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SURFYNOL 104
I

Friction Factor Versus Reynolds Number, Effect of Dispersant, 1/8% 4T30

OT
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0.1% Surfynol 104.

In a 3/4% 4T30 asbestos-water suspension run in

the l-inch tube, the addition of 0.05% Surfynol 104 also had no effect
on the pressure drop of the suspension.

The addition of Surfynol 104

did not cause any foaming problems.
The effect of either dispersant, without any asbestos present,
on the pressure drop of water was not checked.

However other

investigators (12,20,25) have reported that the addition of Aerosol OT
has no significant effect on friction factors of water.
G.

Comparison of Fiber-Liquid Friction Factors with Those Obtained
for Polymer and Soap Solutions
The shape of the friction factor-Reynolds number curves for drag

reducing fibrous solid suspensions in liquids is different from those
observed with polymer or soap solutions.

The differences for several

types of drag reduction in which friction factors gradually deviate
from an extension of the laminar line are illustrated by the idealized
curves shown in Figure 24.

In this schematic, all fluids are taken to

have the same apparent n• and K1 rheological characteristics.

Curve A

is typical of fiber-liquid suspensions showing Regions 1, 2 and 3
behavior.

No degradation was observed with any of the fiber-liquid

systems (with the exception of the Turner Brothers asbestos) and both
low and high flow rate results could be repeated after high flow rate
measurements were made (assuming the fluid was well dispersed).
11

In

COncentrated 11 polymer solutions (Curve B), friction factor data

gradually deviate from an extension of the laminar line (26).

There

is no decrease in drag reduction at high flow rates unless the polymer
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Figure 24. Friction Factor Versus Reynolds Number, Idealized Types of Drag Reducing Behavior
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is physically degraded in which case the low flow rate results are
not repeatable.

In aqueous soap solutions (42) there is also a gradual

deviation from an extension of the laminar line but above some critical
wall shear stress, soap micelles are mechanically broken up and
friction factors rise steeply to the von Karman line or above it
(Curve C).

The micelles reform at low wall shear stresses and the

results at any flow rate can be repeated.

Hershey and Zakin (18) also

described drag reducing results for a few polymers which gave a short
extension of the laminar region due to flow stabilization, followed
by a normal transition and by non-drag reducing turbulent behavior
(Curve D).
H.

Low flow rate results were repeatable.

Tentative Mechanism for Drag Reduction in Fiber-Liquid Suspensions
Drag reduction in fiber-liquid suspensions is believed to be due

to the presence of an entangled fiber network.

The strength of this

network, on which drag reduction depends, is a function of fiber
concentration, length, diameter, flexibility, surface properties,
moisture retention and fiber conformation.

At low Reynolds numbers

this network causes the fluid in the core of the tube to move as a
plug.

The fluid near the tube wall is relatively fiber free, and it

is in this annular region where most shear occurs.

The displacement

to higher water Reynolds numbers of the laminar line is caused by the
higher than normal (laminar flow) shear rate in this annular region.
As the flow rate is increased the diameter of the fiber plug decreases
due to the increasing shear stress at the plug-annulus interface.
This increase in annulus gap causes the slope of the laminar line to
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be greater than -1 and gives the apparent non-Newtonian nature of the
suspension.

As the flow rate is further increased, the fluid in the

annulus becomes turbulent; the plug diameter continues to decrease
causing an increase in the annulus gap.

Therefore, the pressure drop

does not increase as rapidly as predicted by the von Karman equation.
This is Region 2 behavior.

Eventually, due to the turbulence in the

annulus, the plug diameter decreases rapidly, probably disappearing in
Region 3 as the friction factor approaches the von Karman line.
I.

Comparison of Drag Reduction in Solid-Gas Suspensions with that
in Fiber-Liquid Suspensions
As stated in the Literature Review, the pressure drop in solid-

gas flow might depend on the nature of the attractive and repulsive
forces between particles and between particles and the tube wall
arising from electrostatic charge on the particles and/or on the tube.
Friction factor-gas Reynolds number plots for some drag reducing
solid-gas suspensions resemble those for fiber-liquid suspensions.
Figure 25 (data of Reference 22 and 41) shows Region 2 (left side)
and Region 3 (right side) and Figure 26 (data of Reference 28) shows
Region 1.

These figures indicate the importance of electrostatic

charge as a variable in these systems.
The data shown in Figure 25 were taken with 35

~

glass beads

in a system whose vertical test section had been changed from l-inch
I.D. pyrex glass (left side) to 7/8-inch I.D. stainless steel (right
side).

It appears that in both cases drag reduction occurred due

to a delayed and extended transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
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However, in the glass tube the flow at 12,000-22,000 Reynolds number
is on the laminar side of transition while in the metal tube it is on
the turbulent side of the same Reynolds number range.

In the glass

tube, the electrostatic forces are apparently stronger and have a
greater effect on flow conditions.

If data were taken at higher

Reynolds numbers in the glass tube it is likely that the friction
factor would return to the von Karman line as the metal tube data do.
In Figure 26 the pressure drop is little affected by particle size
and loading ratio (within the particle size and loading ratio ranges
reported) . in a l-inch I.D. tube.

The slope of the friction factor

versus air Reynolds number results is close to that of laminar flow
but displaced to air Reynolds numbers about two orders of magnitude
greater than those normally associated with laminar flow.

Boothroyd's

(5) data in a 2-inch I.D. tube with the same particles is quite
different with almost no observed drag reduction except at low loading
ratios and with the smallest particles (Figure 27).

Presumably,

charge effects are less significant in the larger tube.

Some of the

latter data are at wall stresses at which drag reduction was observed
in the l-inch tube.
Figure 28 is a replot of the pressure drop data of Boyce and
Blick (6) at constant loading ratio rather than constant solid flow
rate which they plotted.

The upper curves, for their tube flow data,

appear to indicate Regions 1 and 2 behavior with the laminar region
moving to higher air Reynolds numbers as the loading ratio is
increased.

The lower curves are for their flat plate data.

Without
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any particles present there is no sign of a laminar-turbulent
transition.

However, as the loading ratio is increased the data show

an increasingly deep transition.

Due to the poor choice of Reynolds

number range it cannot be determined whether there is a significant
particle charge or if the particles stabilize the barely turbulent
boundary layer.
One can speculate that drag reduction in gas-solid suspensions
is due to a delayed and extended laminar to turbulent transition
region probably caused by electrostatic forces which have the effect
of inhibiting particle and fluid motion and hence stabilizing viscous
behavior and giving a large apparent increase in viscosity.

At some

high Reynolds number in the extended transition region, inertial
forces begin to dominate electrostatic forces and eventually the flow
returns to apparently normal turbulent behavior.

The electrostatic

forces are analogous to the interparticle effects obtained in fiberliquid suspensions.
In similar systems exhibiting drag increasing behavior, the
pressure increase may be due to charged particles adhering to the
tube wall and increasing its roughness.

Drag increasing behavior in

the absence of charge may be due to the increased density of the fluid
caused by the addition of solids.
Authors {9,34) who have tried to eliminate the effect of particle
charge by ionizing the suspending air probably failed to ionize a
significant number of air molecules (see Appendix 1).
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V.
1.

CONCLUSIONS

Drag reduction in solid-liquid systems can be obtained with

a wide variety of fibrous additives but non-fibrous additives will
not give drag reduction.
2.

The shape of the friction factor-Reynolds number curves for

drag reducing fiber suspensions differs from the shape of those
obtained with other drag reducing additives.
3.

Drag reduction in fiber-liquid systems is enhanced by

increase in

4.

~/d

and by decrease in d.

Asbestos and paper fibers are generally more effective drag

reducers than nylon, rayon or cotton fibers.
5.

Drag reducing effectiveness measured at a single flow rate

can lead to incorrect conclusions.

The effects of concentration

and of flow rate must be examined together.
6.

Increasing the tube diameter, with fiber type and fiber

concentration held constant, causes the drag reducing region to
occur at higher suspending fluid Reynolds numbers.

A tentative

correlation for tube diameter effect is that at the onset of drag
reduction N°· 2;v is a constant independent of tube diameter.
Re
7. When drag reduction occurs in gas-solid systems, friction
factor curves have the same shape as those for fiber-liquid systems.
The effect of electrostatic charge on the particles appears to be
a major, if not the major, variable in gas-solid systems.
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VI.
1.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Determine the thickness of the annul us region and how the

annulus thickness varies with tube diameter, flow rate and fiber
concentration and type.

One way to accomplish this \'JOUld be to

construct one short length of test section wall out of a fiber optic
face plate.

With this technique there would be no distortion due

to refraction.
2.

Determine when annulus fluid becomes turbulent.

3.

Carry out further pressure drop studies in various size tubes

to determine a scale up correlation.
4.

Determine the effect of various dispersants on fiber

suspension flow properties.
5.

Determine the effect of fiber flexibility on fiber suspension

flow properties.
6.

Determine the effect of suspending fluid viscosity on flow

properties.

To avoid questions of dispersing ability use oils of

different viscosities.
7.

Determine the effect of other drag reducing additives such

as polymers, soaps and non-ionic surfactants when combined with fiber
suspensions on flow properties.
8.

Determine if electrostatic charging is an important variable

in gas-solid systems.

This could be accomplished by utilizing a low

pressure (50-200 Torr) recirculating inert gas system.

The gas would

be ionized by passing the test section through a high frequency (50
mHz) field.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

Cross-sectional area of tube

Aw

Wetted perimeter

C

Volume fraction

C

Sonic velocity
T

Moment coefficient,

2 5

!ww r

Specific heat at constant pressure
Specific heat at constant volume
Tube diameter
Particle diameter
F

-rw
Fanning friction factor, - 2
~pV

G

Flow rate per unit cross-section area, pV

g

Acceleration of gravity
Gravitational constant
Enthalpy per unit mass
Specific heat ratio, Cp/Cv
n•

K•

Defined by - D~P = K 8 V)

L

Length of tube

L. R.

Particle length
.
solids flow rate
Loading rat1o,
gas flow rate

M

Mach number, ~

n•

1 (

4L

D~P

D

_ K' (8V)

Defined by - 4L-

o

n•

for laminar flow in circular tubes

for laminar flow in circular tubes
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v

Froude number,

190
Reynolds number, 2YQ
ll

p

Pressure

R

Gas constant, CP - CV (for an ideal gas)

r

Particle aspect ratio, ~

r

Radius

s

Solids flow rate

T

Temperature

T

Torque

v

Velocity

v+

Friction velocity,

v
lrw/p

w

Loading ratio, solids flow rate/gas flow rate

X

Distance in axial direction

y

Distance from tube wall
yplrw/p
Dimensionless distance from tube wall,

z

Distance in axial direction

p

Mass density
Shear stress at the tube wall

ll

Viscosity

ll

10- 6 meter

w

Angular velocity

ll
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APPENDIX 1
Drag Reduction in Gases with Solid Additives
There is a large literature on solid-gas flows.
of it will be reviewed here.

Only a portion

The papers chosen for review are those

widely referenced, those which illustrate the ranges of the variables
studied, and those which showed or claimed drag reduction .
Doig and Roper (8) published a review of papers dealing with
pneumatic transport of small solid particles, which covered papers
up to about 1960.

Eight of these earlier papers will be described

briefly below for comparison with later papers.
Vogt and White (53) reported pressure drop data in nominal 1/2inch commercial iron pipe.
and 325

~

sand.

vertical flow.

The solid particles of interest were 200

Measurements were made in both horizontal and
Maximum drag ratios were measured at low air Reynolds

numbers and high solid to gas loading ratios.

Minimum drag ratios

were measured at high air Reynolds numbers and low loading ratios.
In all cases the drag ratios were greater than one.

Despite the fact

that the effect of static head was corrected for, pressure drops in the
vertical section were from 30 to 100% greater than those in the
horizontal section.

Their experimental set-up is subject to two

serious criticisms.

One is the insufficient entrance length before

the pressure taps and the second is the large size of the pressure
taps which were apparently constructed of 1/8-inch pipe (0.0.

=

0.405

inches) which they claimed were brazed to the test section flush with
the inside wall.
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Belden and Kassel (2) measured pressure drops in two vertical
commercial steel pipes with 0.473- and 1.023-inch I.D.

The suspended

solid was a spherical catalyst with a diameter of about 950

~·

Their

data showed the same general trends as those of Vogt and White.
Belden and Kassel showed that when both their data and those of Vogt
and White were plotted as log drag ratio versus log air Reynolds
number divided by loading ratio, a nearly straight line correlation
for each type of system, independent of particle to pipe diameter
ratio, was obtained.

This is contrary to Vogt and White's claim that

pressure drop depended on the ratio of particle size to pipe diameter.
Farber (3) measured pressure drops in horizontal and vertical
glass conduits with an I.D. of 0.67 inches.
ratio was varied from 0 to 16.

The solid-gas loading

The solid circulated was an alumina-

silica catalyst with a specific gravity of 2.45.

The size of the

particles ranged from about 10 to 220 ~ with a mean diameter of about
60 ~.

Farber's data indicated increasing pressure drop with

increasing loading ratio.

The drag ratio was rather insensitive to

air flow rates at a given loading ratio.

The vertical tube exhibited

considerably higher pressure drops than the horizontal tube.

These

were typically from 50 to 200% greater with the difference becoming
greater with increasing loading ratios.
Zenz (56) made pressure drop measurements in a 1.75-inch I.D.
lucite tube in both horizontal and vertical flow.
ranged from roughly 10000 to 40000.
1 to 20 .

Reynolds numbers

Loading ratios varied from about

The solids were 575 ~ glass beads and nominal 165 ~ salt .
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The salt actually had a mixed distribution of sizes between 88 and
250 ~-

Zenz's data show that for the larger particles the minimum

velocity for fluidization in vertical flow was the same as the
settling velocity in horizontal flow.

In horizontal flow, at

velocities greater than the settling velocity, the salt yielded
pressure drops the same as those for pure air.

In vertical flow the

pressure drops were greater than those in horizontal flow.

However,

the data suggest that if high enough velocities were reached in
vertical flow the pressure drop might approach that of pure air.
Zenz did not correct for the static head of the particles, but this
correction is small.
Hariu and Molstad (16) measured the pressure drop in vertical
flow of nominal 210

~

sand and 43

and 0.532-inch I.D. tubes.
0.125-inch I.D.

~

silica-alumina catalyst in 0.267-

Their pressure taps were large, with a

They obtained no drag reduction and an increase in

pressure drop with increased solids loading, although a large part
of the increase in pressure drop with solids present was claimed to
be due to particle acceleration in the test section.
Mehta, Smith and Comings (31) measured pressure drops in 1/2-inch
standard iron pipe in both vertical and horizontal flow.
phase was composed of 36 and 97 ~ glass beads.

The solid

Their data indicate

that at high air flow rates for the 36 ~ particles, the pressure drop
was proportional to the 0. 3 power of the solids flow rate.
to this as suspension flow.

For the 97 ~ particles the pressure drop

was proportional to the solids flow rate.
of flow as bouncing flow.

They refer

They refer to this type

The pressure drops for a given particle
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size were similar for both horizontal and vertical flow.

They noted

that in earlier experiments glass test sections were tried but that
they experienced strong electrostatic charging and apparently
visible discharges between the particles and the wall.
Schluderberg, Whitelaw and Carlson (44) measured pressure drops
in tube sizes ranging from 0.313- to 0.875-inch I.D.
material was not given but was probably metal.
consisted of 1-5
and CF 4 •

~

The tube

The solid phase

graphite particles.

The gases used were N2 , He
Suspension densities were up to 8 pounds/ft 3 ; pressures

ranged from 30 to 130 psig; temperatures from 90 to 1100°F; and
velocities from 20 to over 200 ft/sec.

The primary objective of their

work was to investigate new reactor coolants and they did not give any
description of their test loop.

They state that at higher Reynolds

numbers the data fall below the Moody friction factor curve.

However,

they do not state which densities were used to calculate friction
factor and Reynolds number.

It is believed that they used suspension

densities and thus it is doubtful that they observed drag reduction.
Richardson and McLeman (39) measured pressure drops along a
horizontal l-inch I.D. brass pipe 114 feet long.

They located

pressure taps every ten feet so that they could determine when they
had fully developed flow.

Solids of interest included nominal 500

~

coal, 750 ~ Mno 2 , 1280 ~sand and 750 ~ perspex (polymethyl
methacrylate).

No drag reduction was observed.

loading ratios were high, from about 5 .to 20.
sand and the MnO

2

It appears that the
They stated that the

showed effects of electrostatic charging which
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were manifested by a decrease in air and particle velocities and an
increase in pressure drop with time until an equilibrium value was
reached.

They believed that this effect was caused by changes in the

pipe as the value of the pressure drop was unchanged when a fresh
sample of the same sand was used.

This effect could not be altered

by grounding, charging or cleaning the pipe.
polystyrene (350
effect.

~)

Perspex (1525

~)

and

showed another type of electrostatic charging

In these cases the effects did not increase with time and,

with perspex, the pressure drop was reduced compared with most of the
other suspensions.
Probably the first widely referenced paper that implied drag
reduction in gas-solid suspensions was that of Sproull (48) who
reported that limestone dust (40%

<

10 ~) and talc dust (99%

<

10 ~)

in air caused apparent suspension viscosity reductions of from 10% at
concentrations of 60 (loading ratio of 0.05) gm/m 3 to 40% at 240

gm!m 3 (loading ratio of 0.2) as compared to air alone.

His data were

obtained in a concentric cylinder viscometer with gaps of 5 and 7 1/2
mm.

Typical velocity gradients were reported to be about 50 em/sec/em.

No other dimensions of the viscometer were reported.
Sproull attributed the apparent viscosity reduction to a gaseous
boundary layer surrounding each dust particle which caused each dust
particle 1 s effective diameter to be 50 to 100 times as great as its
actual diameter.

He stated that, therefore, the gas molecules collide

with these boundary layers just about as often as they collide with
molecules not making up the boundary layers.

With these assumptions,
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he deduced from kinetic gas theory a 50% reduction in the molecular
mean free path and therefore a corresponding 50% viscosity reduction.
However, his reasoning appears to be faulty.

When a gas molecule

enters the boundary layer surrounding a dust particle, the collision
frequency with other gas molecules should not change.

Moreover, since

there are about 10 15 gas molecules for each dust particle and the
mean free path of the gas molecules is roughly two orders of magnitude
less than the diameter of the dust particles it seems doubtful that
the dust could lower the viscosity of air by shortening the mean free
path of the air molecules.

The equation given by Sproull to calculate

the mean free path is not correct.

The second term in the denominator

of his Equation 3 should be multiplied by --1-- and even then would
4~

hold only for a monatomic gas.
Since it is doubtful that the dust affected the viscosity of the
air, another possible explanation was sought for the reduction in
torque noted by Sproull with his viscometer.

Because Sproull's

viscometer was designed with the outer cylinder rotating, the critical
Reynolds number (laminar to turbulent transition point) with an inner
to outer cylinder radius ratio of about 0.95 (calculated assuming a
linear velocity profile) is about 50,000.

Since the Reynolds number

in Sproull' s vi scometer i s about 1700 it is doubtful that the dust
could have had a drag reducing effect.
A poss ible explanation for the effect noted by Sproull is that
the parti c l es are rotating due to the influence of the velocity
gr adient .

At t hese very low rotational s peeds {50 rpm) the centrifugal

force on the particle is overcome by the magnus force and the spinning
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particles move towards the inner cylinder where their spinning
boundary layer opposes the shear stress exerted on the inner cylinder.
It should be noted that Sproull was measuring forces only of the order
of 10-20 milligrams at his inner cylinder radius.
Soo and Trezek (46) made pressure drop measurements in air with
nominal 30

~

MgO particles at solid-gas loading ratios from 0 to 3.

The test section was an ungrounded 5-inch I.D. horizontal brass tube.
Reynolds numbers varied from 1.3 to 2.95 x 10 5 .

Their data showed

that the radial density distribution of the particles was strongly
influenced by the turbulent electroviscous number.

This number is

the ratio of the electrostatic force to the turbulent force and depends
on the ratio of the charge to mass ratio of the particles to the
diffusivity of the particles at the wall.
ratio cancels out charge effects.

This is surprising as this

They also show experimental data

comparing particle collision rate with the wall versus mass flow ratio.
At mass flow ratios of 0.5 to 1.0 the wall collision rate is 15 to
25 times greater at 140 fps than at 62 fps.
Soo and Trezek reported slightly reduced friction factors as
solid to gas loading ratios increased, followed by an increase in
friction factor at their higher loading ratios.

There are a number

of uncertainties in their results so that it is not clear whether they
actually obtained drag reduction.
Soo and Trezek's pure air friction factors indicate very poor
agreement with accepted literature values for smooth tubes.

At their

lowest Reynolds number, 1.3 x 10 5 , their measured friction factor for
air is about 12% below that predicted from the von Karman equation
and at their highest Reynolds number, 2.95 x 10 5 , their air friction
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factor is about 17% high.

The measured pure air friction factors

apparently increased with Reynolds number above 2 x 10 5 .

They also

reported that the pipe wall became covered with a layer of MgO, 1 to
2 particles thick, due to electrostatic effects which caused a
friction factor increase of 10 to 12% over the clean tube data with
air.

It is not clear if the claimed increase in friction factor

reduction with increase in loading ratio is based on their unusual
clean tube results or on the higher rough tube results.
Boothroyd (5) measured pressure drops of 8-20

~

zinc particles

flowing upward in brass test sections with inside diameters of 1, 2
and 3 inches.

The remainder of the system was constructed of

polyvinylchloride, polymethylmethacrylate and/or glass.
numbers ranged from 3.5 to 10 x 104 .

Reynolds

Boothroyd claimed that in his

system electrostatic charging occurred only for a very short time.
This caused a temporary increase in pressure drop which then became
stable with time when and because the inside of the ducting became
covered with the zinc particles.
electrostatic charging ceased.

When this occurred, further
However, because of the diversity of

materials making up his test system, it is questionable whether an
uncharged equilibrium would occur.

For example, zinc particles may

obtain a negative charge from striking the glass or perspex but a
positive charge from contacting the brass test section.

Also,

changes in Reynolds number and gas-solids loading ratio will aff ec t
s uch variables as velocity of contact, type of contact (sliding,
rolling, bouncing) and duration of contact, which in turn will effect
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electrostatic charging.

Thus, even if further electrostatic charging

ceased, as indicated by system measurements becoming constant with
respect to time, many of the particles probably still carry a charge
which could affect the flow characteristics of the suspension by
attraction to or repulsion from other particles and the test section
wall.
Boothroyd's data clearly show drag reduction in his l-inch tube,
but the results are not clear in the 2-inch or 3-inch tubes at the
same mass ratios although Boothroyd stated that he observed drag
reduction in these tubes also.

At the same Reynolds number and

loading ratio, his measured pressure drop data show a scatter which
is at best
±

50%.

±

10% but is often

±

20% and in several cases is about

The data also show a very large dependence on test section

diameter.

At the same Reynolds

numbe~

and loading ratio,

~P

d/~P . is from 2 to 4 times greater in the 2-inch tube
measure
a1r
than in the l-inch tube. This is not a velocity effect because, at

equal velocities in the 2-inch tube and l-inch tube and at the same
solids-gas loading ratio, ~P measure d/~P a1r
. is still 2~ times greater
in the 2-inch tube. When the measured pressure drop (uncorrected)
data for the l-inch tube is plotted as friction factor versus air
Reynolds number for various loading ratios (Figure 29), the data for
1oading ratios below a bou t 3 ,·nd,·cate a minimum friction factor at an

4 At loading ratios of 1, 2 and
air Reynolds number of about 8 x 10 ·
2 and 3 Observed in fibrous suspension
3, the data resemble Regions
flow. This might indicate that below this Reynolds number
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electrostatic forces predominate over turbulent forces and modify,
possibly by suppression, turbulent fluctuations.

Above this Reynolds

number both particle inertia and fluid turbulence may begin to
overwhelm the electrostatic forces between individual zinc particles
and between the particles and the test section wall.

In the l-inch

I.D. test section the tube wall, which might be covered with charged
particles, could have a larger effect on turbulence than the walls
of larger diameter tubes.
Boothroyd corrected his measured pressure drop by subtracting
the static head of his suspension and the effects of the acceleration
of the air and of the zinc particles.
overestimated this last effect.

It seems likely that he

He calculated, first, the increased

pressure loss due to the momentum change of the air alone.

To

correct for the solids acceleration, he multiplied the air acceleration
correction term by the solids-gas loading ratio.

This assumes a

constant radial density distribution and good coupling between the air
and the zinc particles.

However, if there is electrostatic charging

(or particles carrying a charge), data of Soo and Trezek (46) showed
that the particles tend to concentrate near the tube wall in a 5-inch
I.D. ungrounded brass tube.

In this region, due to the considerably

lower ~v 2 term, the momentum change of the particles would be less
than if they were evenly dispersed radially.

It is also possible

that, as Soo, et al. (47) showed, the particle velocity profile is
more like a laminar profile so the average particle velocities are
lower even if the centerline velocities are similar.

In the rather
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extreme case where the solid-gas loading ratio is 20 and the Reynolds
number is 10 5 (l-inch tube), Boothroyd calculated a drag ratio of
less than 0.1 although his measured (uncorrected for static head or
acceleration) pressure drop to air pressure drop ratio at the same
point is about 0.8.

The latter value is also surprisingly low

considering the high loading ratio.

It seems possible that Boothroyd

obtained no true drag reduction in the 2- and 3-inch tubes but there
is little doubt that there was a considerable amount in the l-inch
tube.
Trezek and France (50) measured axial pressure drops of air in
a blowdown system using 3 horizontal tubes with inside diameters of
1/4, 5/8 and 3/4 inches.

The 1/4-inch tube was made of stainless

steel while the 5/8- and 3/4-inch tubes were copper.

The solid

phase consisted of three sizes of glass beads with nominal diameters
of 110, 200 and 390 ~·

The test section had a short converging

nozzle on the upstream side.

The downstream end was connected to a

vacuum chamber through a quick opening valve.

Pressure measurements

were made only during choked flow, which could be maintained for 1
to 7 minutes depending on the tube in use.

Thermocouples distributed

along the duct wall indicated maximum temperature variations of 0.5%
from room temperature.

They assumed an adiabatic wall although the

wall was actually isothermal.

If it were adiabatic with a typical

recovery factor of 0.9, the wall temperature for an ideal gas would
be close to the stagnation temperature until about the last 10% of
duct length where it would vary from about 3°F cooler to about 9oF
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cooler at the exit.

Since the measured wall temperature did not

vary appreciably, heat must have been added near the tube exit.
Trezek and France developed an equation for the axial pressure
distribution of the form P/P 0 = [in(a

f + b)]l/n,

where pis the

pressure, X is the axial distance from the pipe entrance (just past
the short inlet nozzle) and L is the length of the pipe.

a, b and

n are experimentally determined constants which depend on loading
ratio and pipe size.
This equation is very sensitive to small errors in a and b at
large values of X/L.

Thus, small errors in estimation of a and b

for new systems could lead to large errors in calculation of pressure
drops at large values of X/L.

Also, the derived values of a, b and

n are probably only good for a system exactly like theirs.

For

instance, if the test section were shorter, the entrance Mach number
would be greater and there would be a high initial pressure drop due
to the acceleration of the particles.

Conversely if the test section

were quite long, the initial pressure drop, due to particle
acceleration would be less.
Figure 30 compares, for their 1/4-inch I.D. tube, one of their
measured pressure distributions (loading ratio of 0.96) and two
pressure distributions calculated from their equation and measured
constants {loading ratio of 0 and 3) with a pressure distribution
calculated using Fanno line considerations * , calculated in a stepwise
(axial) manner.

The Fanno line curve is similar in shape to the

*The friction factor used was predicted by the von Karman
equation for smooth tubes.
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experimental results.
pressure losses.

The addition of solids caused increased

This is probably mainly due to the initial pressure

loss in their short non-isentropic entrance nozzle and to the energy
required to accelerate the particles up to speed.

(Depending on the

test section used, the air was accelerated from near stagnation
conditions to about Mach 0.3 in the small converging entrance nozzle).
Based on the results shown in Figure 30 and similar results for the
5/8- and 3/4-inch tubes it appears that at these high gas velocities
estimation of pressure loss from a straightforward Fanno line
calculation for the gas with corrections for the energy loss in
accelerating the particles would give an axial pressure distribution
close to their measured values.

Use of their equation with the

problems cited above does not appear to offer any advantages.

Their

measured pressure drops are greater than those predicted from the
Fanno calculations and there is no evidence that their system was
drag reducing.
Trezek and France also reported average friction factors in
their test sections which are in error.

For example, in the 1/4-inch

tube they reported an average friction factor of 0.0018 for loading
ratios up to 3.

Fanno line calculations, which give lower pressure

drops than they measured, give a friction factor range of 0.00554
to 0.00538.
Reddy and Pei (38) measured pressure drops of suspensions of
100, 150, 200 and 270
section was 10 em I.D.

w glass beads in air. Their vertical test
Solid-gas loading ratios were stated to be
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from 0.02 to 0.6, but their Figure 7, a plot of pressure drop versus
solids flow rate, shows points that correspond to a loading ratio of
close to 1.0.
3

and 100 x 10 .

Three different air Reynolds numbers were run, 55, 78
Reddy and Pei state that the inside of their test

column, elbows and tees were given an antistatic coating, the system
was grounded and sufficient solids were available for a complete
run without solids recirculation.
They observed, for their system, that the additional pressure
drop due to the presence of solids was given by
where S is the solids flow rate.

~Ps/L =

0.045 S,

This increase in pressure drop due

to the presence of solids is claimed to be independent of pipe
Reynolds number and particle size.

However, since one might expect

this type of relationship to depend on solid-gas loading ratio,
rather than solids flow rate, their data is replotted as pressure
drop versus solids-gas loading ratio on Figure 31 which has four
curves for each Reynolds number.

They are:

1) Reddy and Pei•s

reported pressure drop data, 2) calculated pressure drops for a
one-phase Newtonian fluid with the same density as the suspension
and the viscosity of air, 3) increase in the head caused by the
presence of solids in the vertical test section, and 4) the total
pressure head increase caused by the sum of the effects described
for Curves 2 and 3.

Curves 4 are quite close to their reported

pressure drop data (Curves 1), for all three Reynolds numbers.

With

most manometer arrangements, the head of air in the vertical test
section is automatically compensated for, so that extrapolations to
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solid-gas loading ratios of zero give the correct pressure drop.
However, when solids are present, corrections must be made for the
increased fluid density in the vertical test section.

They do not

mention any such correction and the agreement between Curves 4 and
their measured data indicates that they probably neglected this
correction.

In making the calculations for Curves 2 and 3 it was

assumed that the particle and fluid velocity were the same although
Reddy and Pei have data indicating that the slip velocity is a
function of loading ratio and a strong function of particle size.
However, the effect of slip is apparently small because their
experimental pressure drops were independent of particle size.
McCarthy and Olson (30) measured pressure drops in a l-inch I.D.
horizontal glass tube.
between 10 5 and 10 6 .
to 0.6.
and 3

~

The Reynolds numbers were stated to be
The solid-gas loading ratio varied from 0

The solids used were 230
caco 3 •

~

lucite beads, 64

~

glass beads

Although they state that the pressure drop did not

increase when solids were added to the gas stream, a plot of their
f2
/f . versus solid-gas loading ratio data (Curve 2,
-phase a1r
Figure 32) indicates that this is not correct. If the addition of
particles caused no change in pressure drop, the effect of the
increase in density alone would give f 2_phase/fair as shown by
Curve 3 in Figure 32.

If acceleration effects are taken into account

as McCarthy and Olson claim to have done in their calculation of
f2 h
, experimental data corresponding to Curve 4 are required to
-p ase
*
indicate no pressure increase ·

* Sample ca 1 cu 1a t•1ons for acceleration effects in their data are
shown in Appendix 2.
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There is some confusion about their pressure drop versus axial
distance from the tube entrance data.

In their Figures 5, 6 and 9,

they imply that the entrance velocity was always about 390ft/sec,
but on their Figures 10-14, the pressure at the first tap (0.5 feet
from the entrance) varies considerably and the measured pressure
drop results from L=0.5 to L=16.5 feet are inconsistent.
summarizes the runs they reported.

Table 9

It seems likely that the gas

TABLE 9
Pressure Drop Data of McCarthy and Olson (30)

Pressure
at L=0.5 ft
psig

Pressure
Drop
L=0.516.5 ft
psi

Pressure
at Exit
L=18 . 5 ft
psi g

5.35

4.95

Negative

McCarthy01 son
Figure

Sample and
Loading Ratio

10

230).1 Lucite
L.R.=0.09

11

64).1 Glass
L.R.=0.168

17.2

12.1

2.6

12

64).1 Glass
L.R.=0.341

15.2

11.6

1.2

13

64).1 Glass
L.R.=0.419

5.1

5. 0

Negative

14

3).1 CaCO~
L.R. =O.O 1

12.5

9. 4

0. 9

velocity at the tube entrance, the gas density or the downstream
condition s varied s ignificantly from run to run .

This makes internal

comparison of their work difficult. McCarthy and Olson state that
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the discharge of the pipe was maintained at atmospheric pressure.
Assuming that the entrance velocity was held at 390 ft/sec and the
inlet pressure varied due to different down stream conditions
(contrary to McCarthy and Olson•s statement), Figure 33 compares
McCarthy and Olson's data for the 64

~

glass beads at solids to gas

loading ratios of 0.168 and 0.341 with the predicted pressure drop
for one-dimensional adiabatic flow with friction of a perfect gas
(k=1.4), which is a good approximation for air at these conditions.
It can be seen that pure air gives slightly less pressure drop for
both loading ratios for the region between 4 and 12 feet, the
section for which McCarthy and Olson made their friction factor
calculations.
Curve 1 on Figure 32, shows average drag ratio calculated
between 4 and 12 feet as a function of loading ratio using the above
assumptions.
ratio.

Values are greater than one and increase with loading

Unfortunately a comparison could not be made at a solid to

gas loading ratio of 0.419 due to some gross change in flow
conditions as indicated in Table 9.

Figure 34 shows a similar

comparison with McCarthy and Olson•s Figure 14 for 3 ~ Caco 3 at a
solid to gas loading ratio of 0.041.

This comparison with such

small particles and so low a loading ratio was used to check on the
validity of the assumptions and technique used to calculate the axial
·
pressure grad1ent.

F1·gure 34 indicates that McCarthy and Olson•s

measured results are close to the predicted results for pure gas .
In the 4 to 12 feet region the pressure drop is about 6% lower than
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the predicted pressure drop.

A comparison of calculated bulk gas

velocities for pure air and their data for air carrying the 3

~

CaC0 3 (L.R. = 0.041) also shows close agreement (Figure 34).
In summary, McCarthy and Olson's data for 64

~glass

beads at

loading ratios of 0.168 and 0.341 show no drag reduction.
for the 64
the 230

~

~

The data

glass beads at a loading ratio of 0.419 and those for

lucite at a loading ratio of 0.09 appear to be taken at

different entrance velocities and hence do not permit comparisons.
The results for the 3

~

Caco 3 at a loading ratio of 0.041 suggest

a slight drag reduction, but the amount is probably within the
experimental error.
Boyce and Blick (6) measured pressure drops in a 2 3/4-inch
I.D. plexiglas tube.

Particles tested were a 2 to 60

~

and glass beads with diameters of 100, 200, 840 and 1680

silica dust
~-

Their

data show a maximum drag reduction of nearly 30% with the silica
dust with progressively less drag reduction as the particle size
was increased.

Boyce and Blick correlated their data by using an

effective Reynolds number which had corrections for the mixture
density, mixture viscosity and particle slip velocity.
They made two kinds of corrections to air viscosity to estimat e
f luid vi scos ity .

The Ei nstein viscosity equation was used for the

larges t particles (840 and 1680

~).

However, at their highest

loading ratio (about 2.5) the calculated increase in viscosity is
l ess than 0.25%.

They also utilized the kinetic theory of gas es for

predicting the vi scos ity of a mixture of two di f f er ent gases as an
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approximation to their solid-gas mixture.

It is questionable

whether such a correction is valid and there is an error in their
derived expression * , but the estimated decrease in viscosity is
again negligible although they claimed both corrections were
significant.
They also corrected the Reynolds number for the density and
slip velocity of the mixture by the term (paVa + pPVP).

This is

incorrect unless some type of weight fraction is incorporated.
Although the Reynolds number is repeatedly stated in this form, it
is possible that they actually used the correction mixture density
in their final correlation.
Boyce and Blick claim that their data show that the magnitude
of drag reduction is a function of loading ratio only for each
particle size and is independent of Reynolds number for fully
developed turbulent flow.

However, a replot of their 100

~

particle

data (see Figure 35) shows that at both high and low Reynolds numbers
this statement is not correct.

On their Figure 10, in which the

same variables are plotted, many of the points for Reynolds numbers
of 0.945, 1.2, 1.4 and 6o3 x 10 4 which do not fit the curves shown
are omitted.

They also compare their friction factor results with

those of McCarthy and Olson and comment on the good agreement with
their data.

The agreement is really poor because McCarthy and Olson

based f on

and did not observe drag reduction while Boyce and
Psusp
Blick base f on Pair and did observe drag reduction.
*Boyce and Blick made th~ sam~ error as Sproull (48). Their
expression for the supposed v1scos1!Y of a dusty gas needs to have
the second term multiplied by 1/{4{2).
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Boyce and Blick give little information about their test set-up.
They state that it was checked with clean air, but they do not state
how air mass flow rate was measured.

Their clean air results are

close to literature values at both the high and low Reynolds numbers
run (1 x 104 and 6.5 x 104 ), but at about 3 x 104 their clean air
friction factor was about 8% high.

This is significant, particularly

as the maximum drag reductions occur at about this Reynolds number,
and with the 840 and 1680

~

particles, the maximum drag reductions

are only 12 and 9%, respectively.

Also, from their sketch of the

test unit it appears that the test section slopes downward.

They do

not, however, mention any correction for the increased head due to
the solids.

It is also probable that because of their rather short

(30 diameter) entrance length, they do not have fully developed flow.
Although Boyce and Blick did not mention electrostatic charging,
they did mention that they cleaned the inner surface of the test
section before each run.

Figure 28 is a replot of their pressure

drop data at constant loading ratio, rather than constant solid flow
rate which they plotted.

The upper curves, for their tube flow data,

seem to indicate a delayed laminar to turbulent transition.
lower curves are for their flat plate data.

The

Although there are

doubts as to the validity of their flat plate data, it can be noted
that without any particles present there is no sign of a laminarturbulent transition.

However as the loading ratio is increased the

data show an increasingly deep laminar to turbulent transition.

Due

to the poor choice of Reynolds number range, it can not be determined
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whether this effect is due to particle charge or a stabilization of
the barely turbulent transition region.

The smallest particles,

which gave the most drag reduction, are the ones for which electrostatic forces would be expected to have the greatest effect due to
the fact that their mass is the smallest, and also because for a
given solid to gas loading ratio they would be the closest together.
It is possible that these charged particles caused a delay in the
transition to turbulent flow.

Boyce and Blick do not comment on this

transition which appears to be caused by an increase (rather than
the decrease they claimed) in the apparent viscosity of the mixture
decreasing the effective Reynolds number so that the flow was not
fully turbulent.
In summary it appears that Boyce and Blick observed drag
reduction.

Their friction factor-Reynolds number correlation is

apparently based on an incorrect estimate of Reynolds number.

While

recognizing the importance of particle size, loading ratio and
Reynolds number, they ignored the possible effects of electrostatic
charge.
Rossetti and Pfeffer (41) measured pressure drops in a l-inch
I.D. vertical pyrex tube and in a 7/8-inch I.D. horizontal stainless
steel tube.

The two test sections were part of a recirculating

system constructed of 7/8-inch I.D. stainless steel tubing with
three l-inch I.D. pyrex viewing sections.

Solids circulated were

approximately 10, 20, 25, 34 and 59 ~ glass beads.
numbers varied from about 12,000 to 28,000.

Air Reynolds

Drag reduction was
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claimed for all particles in the vertical test section.

In the

horizontal test section drag increases were reported for the larger
particles and drag reduction for the smaller particles.

Rossetti

and Pfeffer explain their results on the basis of a comparison
between particle relaxation times and characteristic times for
large and small fluid eddies.

Their explanation is questionable,

however, as their tabulated relaxation times are about three times
larger than values calculated from the equation they used.

In

additions their estimated free fall velocities, which were calculated
by Stokes Laws are about three times too large so that their
comparison of friction velocities with free fall velocities to
determine when gravity will cause segregated flow in their horizontal
tube does not agree as well with their data as they claim.
There is considerable doubt as to whether their reported solidgas loading ratios were correct for anys except possibly their 34 ~
particles.

They calibrated their two-phase flow meter for the 34 ~

particles and assumed that this calibration was valid for the other
particles studied.

This was a poor assumption for several reasons.

At a loading ratio of about 1 with the 34 ~particles, the strain
gauge reading is about 1.7 times more sensitive to particle flow rate
than to air flow rate.

A different size particle might give a

considerably different calibration curve because of several factors
inherent in the design of their flow meter.
Another problem in their determination of loading ratio is that
their system appears to hold a maximum of about 10 grams of air.
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However, in their only curve of loading ratio versus weight of
particles added (for the 34 ~ particles) at a solid-gas loading ratio
of 0.5 the weight of particles added was about 50 grams.
only about 10% of the particles added are circulating.

Apparently
These

non-circulating particles may not all be filling voids in the system
but rather may be circulating very slowly and interfering with the
suspension in unknown ways.

Rossetti and Pfeffer did not state how

they cleaned the system of all particleS prior to changing particle
size.
There is also some doubt as to whether Rossetti and Pfeffer had
fully developed flow in their test sections.

For vertical flow they

had 5 feet of 7/8-inch I.D. stainless tubing feeding a 2 1/2-foot
1ength of 1-i nch I. D. pyrex test section, with pressure taps

apparently near both ends of the l-inch I.D. pyrex test section.
It is possible that the drag reduction reported may, at least in
part, be due to particle inertia giving greater particle velocities
than air in the entrance region of the vertical test section.

In

addition, the upstream pressure tap would not see fully developed
flow.
The horizontal test section was constructed of 3.3 feet of
7/8-inch I.D. stainless tubing.

This test section was preceded by

8 feet of 7/8-inch tubing, then about 1 foot of l-inch I.D. pyrex
just before the 7/8-inch I.D. test section.

Again the pressure

taps appear to be located at the ends of the test section and it is
doubtful that the upstream tap saw fully developed flow.
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Rossetti and Pfeffer do not mention electrostatic charging but,
particularly in a recirculating system, it cannot be ignored.

A

possible explanation for the difference in pressure drop behavior
between the vertical and horizontal test sections might be their
electrical differences.

The vertical pyrex test section might take

on the same charge as the particles whereas the grounded horizontal
stainless test section might attract the particles, roughening the
wall, and causing an increase in shear stress at the wall.
Kane, Weinbaum and Pfeffer (22) repeated the pressure drop
measurements of Rossetti and Pfeffer (41) in a modified system.

The

vertical glass test section was replaced with a 7/8-inch I.D.
stainless steel tube similar to the one used as a horizontal test
section.

The short length of l-inch I.D. pyrex tubing preceding the

horizontal test section was also removed.

The two-phase mass flow

meter was calibrated for all particle sizes.

Since Rossetti and

Pfeffer calibrated their mass flow meter only for the 34 ~ particles
only these and the 36 ~particles run by Kane et al. will be
comoared.
Figure 25 shows the pressure drop results for these particles
replotted as friction factor versus air Reynolds number.

Although

Kane et al. state that the pressure drop was only a weak function of
Reynolds number it is obvious from Figure 25 that this is not true
in the vertical test section.

Because of uncertainties in pressure

readings due to sudden tube diameter changes near the entrance
pressure tap in Rossetti and Pfeffer's system, their pressure drop
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results are suspect.

However, assuming the general trends in the

data are correct, it is apparent that the pressure drop versus flow
rate behavior for the vertical test section is quite different in
the two systems with essentially the same solid particles in the
range of Reynolds numbers run.
charge effect.

This difference might be due to

In Rossetti and Pfeffer's (41) glass tube, electro-

static effects could be quite large, modifying the turbulent structure
of the flow.

Similar effects might occur in Kane's stainless steel

test section but to a lesser degree as the particles would lose their
charge if they remained in contact with the grounded stainless steel
test section wall for any appreciable length of time.

Also due to

the higher velocity for a given Reynolds number in the smaller
diameter (7/8- versus l-inch) stainless test section, the ratio of
inertial to charge forces would be greater than in the larger glass
test section.
It is obvious that Rossetti and Pfeffer's drag ratio cannot
continue to drop with increasing flow rate.

It seems likely that if

their data were run to higher Reynolds numbers the friction factor
would return to the von Karman line as does Kane's.

Likewise if

Kane's data were run at lower Reynolds numbers it would exhibit the
negative friction factor versus Reynolds number slopes of Rossetti
and Pfeffer's data.

This flow behavior resembles the Region 2 and

Region 3 behavior of solid fiber suspensions in liquids.
There are some inconsistencies in their results.
#980 (15

~)

With the

glass beads after about 100 grams are added to the
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system the measured loading ratio does not increase as more particles
are added (22a).

Only about 10% of the particles added to the system

(with the smaller particles only about 1%) contributed to the solids
flow rate.

The maximum loading ratio observed at a Reynolds number

of 11,000 is about 0.04 and at a Reynolds number of 21,000 about 0.29.
However, pressure drop data points to a loading ratio of 0.9 are
shown in their paper.
Peters and Klinzing (34) measured pressure drops in the upward
flow of air containing 25 or 50
1.6.

~

glass beads at loading ratios up to

Air Reynolds numbers were 1.4, 2.0 and 2.7 x 104 in a l-inch

I.D. copper test section.
They claimed drag reduction was observed in their 25
air at mass flow ratios between 0.7 and 1.6.

~

beads in

A replot of the friction

factor (based on air density) vs. air Reynolds number results for
their 25

~

data shows that drag reduction occurred only at the lowest

Reynolds number and never exceeded 10%.
They tested for charge effects by bleeding air which had been
ionized by passing through a potential of 5300 volts (a.c.) into the
main flow system.

They claimed that this ionized air stream would

dissipate any charge on the particles.

With the ion gun operating,

no pressure change was detected and they concluded that particle
charge was not a problem.

They did not state what per cent of the

main air flow passed through the ion gun.

However, since the source

was a cylinder of compressed air it was probably only a small
percentage.

Even more serious is the fact that, even if the 5300
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volts ionized a significant portion of the cylinder air passing
through the ion gun, these ions, upon contacting their conducting
tube wall, would rapidly become electrically neutral.
probably occur within a few tube diameters.

This would

Therefore it is doubtful

that their ion gun had any effect on particle charge.
Peters and Klinzing (34) compared their measured friction
factors with those of Boyce and Blick (6) and McCarthy and Olson
(30) in their Figure 5.

Peters and Klinzing err when comparing their

data with those of Boyce and Blick on this figure because the latter
authors calculated friction factors based on the density of air while
Peters and Klinzing based their friction factors on the suspension
density.
Recalculation of the Boyce and Blick points based on the
suspension density would give considerably lower friction factor
ratios than those obtained by Peters and Klinzing because the former
authors observed considerable drag reduction.

Peters and Klinzing's

data agree with those of McCarthy and Olson up to loading ratios of
about 0.4.

Both pairs of authors calculated friction factors based

on the mixture density.

The agreement is not too significant,

however, because McCarthy and Olson's data only extend to loading
ratios of 0.6 and serious deviations begin at 0.4.

Thus, most of

the agreement comes about because at these low loading ratios small
particles have little effect on pressure drop.
Kramer and Depew (24) measured particle velocity profiles, air
velocity profiles and radial density profiles of verticall y flowing
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suspensions of 62 and 200

~

glass beads in air.

Three glass test

sections were used with inside diameters of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 inches.
Reynolds numbers were varied from 5,670 to 50,000.

Kramer and Depew

did not report pressure drop measurements but compared pressure drop
measurements from earlier work by Depew and by McCarthy and Olson
with a friction factor equation derived from their velocity profile
results.

Their equation is similar to the von Karman equation:

where A and B are 4.06 and 0.6 respectively . * These constants are
obtained from the universal velocity distribution law:

v+ = 2. 5 Ln Y+ + 5.5
Kramer and Depew measured air velocity profiles with particles
present and rederived the von Karman equation using the new constants
obtained from the v+ versus Y+ relationship obtained when particles
are present.

They used the suspension density in Y+, V+ and f.

For the 62

~

particles they also had to multiply the right hand

side of the above friction factor equation by the experimentally
--)
determined value, N°· 04 (M- 2 ) where N is the Froude number (--V
Fr
'
Fr
l gD
and M is the solid-gas loading ratio and Dis the tube di ameter.
The resulting empirical formula for friction factor is not very
useful.

To use it properly with a different flow system would require

meas uring a family of velocity profiles versus loading ratios for
each type of solid studied.

* For actual data 4 . o an d 0.4 have been found to give a better fit .
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They compared their derived friction factor equation with
earlier data by Depew (24a) and by McCarthy and Olson (30).
for the 62

w particles,

Since,

the friction factor predicted by their

correlation would depend on the Froude number in addition to the
Reynolds number, the loading ratio, and the gas velocity profile, a
different friction factor would be predicted for each tube diameter
holding the Reynolds number constant.

However, on their plot of

friction factor ratio versus solid-gas loading ratio (their Figure
10) they only plot one curve for the 62
the Froude number.

w particles

without stating

They then compare this curve with data by

Depew (24a) for 30

w particles at two different Reynolds numbers

and with data by McCarthy and Olson who have extremely high Froude
numbers due to their high velocities.
curve (for the 62

w particles)

By back calculating from their

of friction factor ratio versus

loading ratio and using their Froude number correction factor, the
Froude number used to calculate this curve can be found.

Although

the same Froude number should be obtained for any loading ratio on
this curve it turned out that at a solid-gas loading ratio of 5 the
Froude number was about 51 and at a loading ratio of 1 the Froude
number was about 1.

Thus, there are apparently serious inconsis-

tencies in their results.
In all cases, however, no true drag reduction was predicted or
reported in the pressure drop data reported in this paper.

There

also appear to be serious errors in their velocity profile measurements.

For air, the accepted values for the slope and intercept of
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the universal velocity profile law are 2.5 and 5.5, respectively.
However, Kramer and Depew (24) show data points, at a solid-gas
loading of zero giving the slope a value of 2.8.
intercept value of 3.8 at a loading ratio of zero.

They also show an
For the 62

~

particles the value of the intercept at loading ratios of 2 and 1 is
6.8 and 3.34, respectively.

Extrapolation to a loading ratio of

zero would give a negative intercept.

Kramer and Depew do not

comment on this obvious inconsistency.
Mason and Boothroyd (28) measured pressure drops in 1-, 2and 3-inch I.D. perspex tubing.
and 80

~alumina

particles.

about 5 to 18 x 104 .

The solid phase was nominal 15, 40

The Reynolds numbers were varied from

In many ways this work was similar to Booth-

royd•s (5) earlier work.

Again there was almost no significant drag

reduction except in the l-inch tube.

They make the same corrections

for momentum change of the suspension as in the earlier Boothroyd
paper.
In Figures 26 and 27 their data are replotted as friction factor
(based on air density) versus air Reynolds number for the 1- and
2-inch I.D. tubes, respectively.

There were not enough data published

to plot data for their 3-inch tube in this manner.

From the data in

Figure 26 it appears that for the l-inch tube the pressure drops are,
within the particle size and loading ratio range reported, independent
of particle size and loading ratio.

The data also suggest that the

flow may be laminar even at these relatively high Reynolds numbers.
The 2-inch tube results (Figure 27) are different.

Only the

15 ~ particles are drag reducing and only at low solid-gas loading
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ratios.

For any one particle size in the 2-inch I.D. tube, the

pressure drop increases with loading ratio.
size is weak.
for

8~20 ~

The effect of particle

Also plotted on Figure 27 are data from Boothroyd (5)

zinc particles in brass tubing.

For the l-inch tube in

particular, the results are considerably different.

The only

difference in these two systems which could reasonably account for
this difference is the effect of static charge.
Duckworth and Kakka (10) measured the pressure drop of glass
ballotini particles (40-1270

~)

at loading ratios up to 7 in both

glass (25.4 mm I.D.) and copper (31.8 mm I.D.) tubes.

They found

no drag reduction with the drag ratio increasing with loading ratio
for all particles, although their Figure 4 does not indicate this .
However this discrepency may be a typographical error.

For their

larger particles (670 and 1270 ~) in the copper tube they found that
the drag ratio decreased with Reynolds number whereas with their
smaller particles (40, 85, 105 and 340 ~), drag ratio at a given mass
flow ratio was independent of Reynolds number (their Figure 15).
However from their Figure 5 it can be seen that at least for the
340 ~ particles their Figure 15 is contradicted in that for these
particles their Figure 5 indicates a decrease in drag ratio with an
increase in Reynolds number.

Their 40 ~ glass particles gave about

the same pressure drop in both copper and glass tubes.

However, in

the glass tube pressure drop was independent of particle size up to
105 ~while in the copper tube, as the particle size was increased
at a constant loading ratio, the pressure drop increased.
Duckworth and Chan (9) measured the pressure drop in horizontal
flow of glass ballotini (125 and 350 ~) in a 31.5 mm copper tube in
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a system almost identical with that of Reference 10.

The main

purpose of their experiment was to determine the effect of particle
charge on the pressure drop.

They stated that the air was ionized

by a 40 millicurie polonium 210 source which would have the effect
of eliminating charge effect.

They found that there was no difference

in pressure gradient with or without ionized air.

Actually they

should have expected this because even if every alpha particle
ionized around 105 air molecules, only about 1 air molecule in about
10 9 would be ionized by a 40 millicurie source.

This is not a high

enough ion concentration to significantly affect the air conductivity.
They did note however, with their 350

~

particles run on

different days, a 50 fold increase in their I n number which, holding
flow conditions constant, is proportional to the square of their
charge probe current reading.

This increase in probe current

corresponded to a 40% increase in friction factor which they believed
were related.

Since this corresponds to a change in probe current

by only a factor of 7 it is possible that this could be experimental
error at the low currents they were measuring (10- 9 amperes).

There

is doubt as to the validity of their current measurements if, as they
state, the input impedance of their multimeter is only 100 k~ .

There

is some evidence that the increase in friction factor may be caused
by particles sticking to the pipe wall and causing roughness.

One

indication of this is the fact that with increasing Reynolds number
the pressure drop increases at a greater rate than that predicted by
the von Karman equation but similar to the rate of increase of
hydraulically rough pipe.

The other is that it appears (lack of data
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precludes certainty) that the pressure drop for their 350

~

particles

at a mass flow ratio of 3 at the higher friction factors reported
exceeds that of a Newtonian fluid of the same density.
Kakka's (10) 340

~particles

Duckworth and

at a loading ratio of 3 in a copper tube

definitely have a pressure drop greater than a pure Newtonian fluid
with 4 times the density of air.
After reviewing these papers it becomes obvious that there i s a
need for standardizing test procedures so that data taken in variou s
laboratories can be meaningfully compared.

At the minimum, future

investigators might consider the following suggestions unless their
experiments are slanted toward a particular application:
1.

Use hydraulically smooth tubes.

2.

Allow sufficient entrance length for the particles to reach
a constant slip velocity.

This length would depend on,

among other variables, particle size, loading ratio and gas
velocity.

Check for developed flow by using three pressure

taps rather than two.
3.

Run data over a wide range of Reynolds numbers.

4.

Construct the system, as near as possible from materials of
similar electrical characteristics, i.e . , conducting
(qrounded) or non-conducting.

5.

Record the humidity of the carrier gas.

If humidity is not

a parameter to be investigated, use dry gas.
6•

If system is constructed of non-conducting materials, record
room humidity, preferably maintain room humidity at low
values.
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7.

In non-conducting system, be careful not to have grounded
fittings near pressure tap holes which might cause a local
particle build-up.

8.

Particle charge must be considered.

At the minimum put a

coil of wire around test section to determine if particles
are charged.

If particles are found to be charged either

the charge should be eliminated or the magnitude of the
charge should be measured and reported.
9.

If some scheme is used to ionize gas, probes must be
installed in the test section to measure ion concentration
(for air both positive and negative ions).

10.

Report important gas variables such as temperature, pressure
and humidity.

Report what corrections were made to the

measured pressure drop such as static head of solids and
gas and acceleration corrections for solids and gas.

Report

which fluid properties were used in calculating friction
factors and Reynolds numbers.
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APPENDIX 2
Calculation of Particle Acceleration Effect
Conditions:
steady state with time
constant area tube
ideal gas
adiabatic
therefore the following equations hold
P = pRT (equation of state)
pV = Constant (equation of continuity)
h +

v2

~

= Constant (energy equation)

( 1)
(2)

(3)

it can be easily shown that:

where C is the sonic velocity, since:

(~)
p

= Constant
s

then differentiating,
dP _ k

p-

s!£
p

therefore,

(~)
ap

=
s

k

fp =

(4)

kRT

defining the Mach number, M,
(5)

or,
(6)
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differentiating (3)

and combining with (6)
2 C dT

p M2 kRT

+ 2 dV

=

0

V

therefore,
dT = -(k-l)M2 dV
T

(7)

V

differentiating (1) and (2)
~ = ~ + dT
p
P
T

~ + dV
p

v

=O

combining the above two equations,

combining the above with (7)
(8)

referring to the diagram,

r

v

.,.

p

p
T

T

j....,

w

dz

.. ,
.l

V+dV
P+dP
p+dp
T+dT
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the momentum equation can be stated as:
L:F z = tlmomentum
or,
- A dP -

T

wdAw = pAVdV

where A is the cross sectional flow area and Aw is the wetted perimeter
noting,
f

=

Tw
pV2

-2-

D = 4A

d~

dZ
substituting the above in (9)
2fpV 2 + pVdV
dZ = D
dz
-dP

(10)

assuming that the particles had no effect on the pressure drop and
that particle and air velocities are equal
(dP)
= (dP)
dz air
dz 2-phase

v2-phase = va1r
.
and defining,

G :: pV
equation (10) becomes:

r

V
dV
G
+
dV
2 f 2-phase G2-phase -D + G2-phase dz = 2 fa,·r air D Gair dz
defi ning the loading ratio, W
W = solids flow rate
air flow rate

(11)
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therefore:
G

w + 1 = 2-phase
Gair
substituting in (11) and rearranging
f

2-phase =
f

·

alr

1 - ( 2 f D. W V)

a1r

~~

-----.W~+~1-----

(12)

dz
multiplying (10) by pand combining with (8) and (5);
1 + (k-1)M 2 ~ = 2fM2k dz + M2k dV

v

D

V

or,
. kM 2
dV _ 2 f a1r
dz - (1-M2) D

(13)

substituting (13) into (12)
f

1-kM2W
2-phase = 1-M 2
f .
W+1
a1r

(14)

so equation (14) gives the maximum friction factor ratio that one would
obtain assuming that the particles added did not increase the pressure
drop.

McCarthy and Olson (30) stated that the addition of particles

did not increase the pressure drop in their system.

If that were the

case f 2 h /f . , measured at X = 8 ft where M ~ 0.405 would be
-p ase a1r
represented by curve 4 on Figure 32.

